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Abstract 
When we see today’s world, e-government has played an enormous role in the advancement of 

the services provided by the governments worldwide [1]. Today each and every country is giving 

e-governance a go. There are different levels of implementation of the e-governance worldwide 

but it is more of an interest to find out this in the developing world. Pakistan is one the emerging 

countries in the world which is trying to make a difference in the developed world and is 

implementing e-government at an enormous rate [2]. 

 

Hereby; we tried to find out what are the current issues as obstacles towards e-democracy and 

have tried to figure out what are the factors and measures the government should take to have e-

voting as an electoral procedure rather than going through the previous traditional way of manual 

handling of the elections in which we see controversies [3]. 

 

This research work is of more importance at this stage as Pakistan is reaching its election period 

and Government would be in need of such work to get hands on this through a fast and secure 

electoral process. 

 

Keywords: Pakistan, e-Government, e-democracy, e-voting, elections, EVM, Diebold. 
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Terms Used 

EGovernment 

E-Government is the use of technology to enhance the access to and delivery of government 

services to benefit citizens, business partners and employees [4]. For reference to e-Government 

in Pakistan please see [63] [64]. 

EGovernance 

E-governance is the use of ICT [73] by different actors of the society with the aim to improve 

their access to information and to build their capacities [65]. 

EDemocracy 

It is neologism and contraction of electronic democracy, is the utilization of electronic 

communications technologies, such as the Internet, in enhancing democratic processes within a 

democratic republic or representative democracy. It is a political development still in its infancy, 

as well as the subject of much debate and activity within government, civic-oriented groups and 

societies around the world [5]. 

Evoting 

E-voting combines technology with the democratic process, in order to make voting more 

efficient and convenient for voters. E-voting (or electronic voting) allows voters to either vote by 

computer from their homes or at the polling station. 

EVoting Machines (Evoting at the polling booth) 

This form of e-voting is virtually the same as regular voting, but replaces the ballot paper with 

electronic voting machines. These Electronic machines are backed by some computer chips to 

store the data (votes in this case) and can be retrieved when connected to the main network. 

Emove 

In this time of developing age when everything is being affected by the computers and their 

being digital, e-move is when services establish themselves from manual handling to the 

electronic way of handling. Or more specifically in our research work we would say the 
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transformation of paper based voting into electronic way of voting is to be known as e-move of 

the voting system itself. 

Acronyms 

EVM: Electronic Voting Machines 

ECI: Election Commission of India 

EAC: Election Assistance Commission 

ICT: Information and Communication Technology 

UN: United Nations 

ESD: Election Service Delivery 

OECD: Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 

TAM: Technology Acceptance Model 

TPB: Theory of Planned Behavior 

VAT: Value Added Tax  

ACT: Australian Capital Authority 

BEL: Bharat Electronics Limited 

ECIL: Electronics Corporation of India Limited  

LED: Lighting Emitting Diode 

ID: Identity Card 

CNIC: Computerized National Identity Card 

NADRA: National Database and Registration Authority 

LCD: Liquid Crystal display 

GDP: Gross Domestic Product 

PCMCIA: Personal Computer Memory Card international Association 

GUI: Graphical User Interface 

GEMS: Gene Expression Mining Server 

PIN: Personal Identification Number  
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1. Introduction 
This introductory chapter shortly introduces the problem area, the research problem for this 

thesis and its delimitations as well as the qualifications of the researcher conducting the study. 

1.1 Background 
Pakistan has always faced an issue of having real democracy in power [6] and the basic reason 

why it has never been able to govern by proper leadership was insecurity of the people and 

distrust on the elections, elected bodies and the democratic environment where people can sell 

votes and people can buy votes [10] without any problems [7] [8] [9]. 

Digging deep into the problem international Medias like International Crisis Group and Freedom 

house see the root cause is the ill mannered activities people do in the elections [7] [8] [9]. As the 

whole system is manual so they buy votes and / or shake hands with the people working at the 

voting stations [11]. And the people in command would fill their pockets and make the whole 

system unfair [10]. Therefore, Pakistan was in need of such a system where people can vote 

without any problem and feel secure and no one can manipulate the results. Such environment 

can only be created through some automated system which cannot be forged or cheated by any 

one. Here we will try to find out what can be suggested to get fair results. 

1.2 Problem discussion 

As soon as Computers went on e-move there was a need to figure out how to safeguard the 

sensitive information of companies and Governments. Understanding the needs of time, 

Governments also measured how to start and where to start.  

Security and trust are amongst the main issues in e-Government, and also are amongst the main 

problems in practicing e-Government [12]. 

Along with these issues one of the main emerging aspects of e-government is e-democracy and 

specifically e-voting. How to secure e-voting; may it be electronic machines being used in the 

polling stations or getting citizens cast their vote through specially driven websites for the sake of 

elections[13]. 
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Pakistan has had a history of unfair election results [14]; if it is not the election unfair, people 

would say it is an unfair election result or the losing party will always say that we are not satisfied 

with results [11]. That’s the reason there was no government surviving for the complete time period 

of 5 years and has always collapsed before this time; some for 2 years and some for 3 to 4 years. As 

a result Pakistan has always missing the true democracy [15]. 

There are mainly two aspects of this absence of true democracy [6] [7] [8] [9]. 

1.2.1 Social aspects 

• In 59 years of History not a single Government worked for the officially declared time 

span of 5 years as in the constitution (current Government will be the first one to 

complete this tenure). [6] .. [9] 

• Each government was sent home from the Parliament due to corruption charges, 

sometimes by the president and sometimes by the Army. [6] .. [9] 

• As soon as elections are over the losing party would declare the elections unfair. [6] .. [9] 

1.2.2 Technical aspects 

• Appointment of polling staff is problematic. Polling staff can help in corruption during 

the polling, so many of the candidates try to appoint their own staff at their polling booths 

and thus the authorities are approached by such candidates. Increasing number of polling 

booths raises the number of staff required. Polling staff is appointed away from the area 

where they belong to, thus many of the people could not cast their vote [11]. 

• Fake degrees of candidates have been the issue in past, as they use this type of measures 

in order to get qualified for being a nominee and then an elected member [17]. 

• A huge number of ballot papers are printed and distributed on polling stations and this 

cost billions; not acceptable for a developing state like Pakistan [16] [18]. 

• There is no check and balance on the timings of casting votes as some influential 

candidates let their own people cast vote even after the time is over; as it is normally 

from 8 AM till 5 PM. So this means people go on voting even after 5 PM [11] [14] [15].  

• Many of the votes are not counted due to slight mistake by the voter, e.g. Voter left 

thumb impression in between two check boxes etc [18]. 
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• Presiding Officers count the ballot papers, but human-counting is usually sluggish and 

has chances of error as well; which means an ultimate disaster ahead in the process of 

Democracy [11]. 

Breaking down the problems more deeply into the security concerns we found that the present 

day system being followed by the Government of Pakistan is not secure and hence people can 

misuse the facilities. As there are a lot of financial issues with the election commission and 

hence cannot appoint so many security guards to make sure that the process runs smoothly 

without corruption and even if they do so, it is likely they will have a way to deceive them as 

well and keep on bluffing the Government and the people [7] [10] [11] [15]. 

Hereby; we will try to encounter these issues and suggest some better alternatives or solutions to 

stop these kinds of illegal activities. 

1.3 Research question 
For our research work we formulated research question as follows: 

Based on the effectiveness of currently employed variants of e-voting what factors can make e-

voting success in Pakistan? 

Definitions of words from the research questions: 

Effectiveness 

“Ability to achieve stated goals or objectives, judged in terms of both output and impact.” [19] 

In the case of electoral system, effectiveness means “The power of a ballot to influence the 

election outcome.” In our research we focus on the replacing of paper-based voting with 

electronic one. So ballots will be replaced by electronic votes. 

In our research we are going to measure Effectiveness with these 4 criteria 

1. Costs 

• Resources 

• investments 

2. Time 

• casting a vote 

• calculation of the results 

3. Results 
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• correct results 

• avoiding human errors 

4. Transparency 

We divide users of the e-voting system in 3 groups 

1. Voters 

2. Government 

3. Electoral candidates 

For voters these criteria of effective e-voting system are important: 

• time 

• transparency 

• correct results 

• easy-to-use system 

For Government important criteria of effective e-voting system are: 

• cost 

• time 

• results 

For electoral candidates most important criteria of effective e-voting system are: 

• time 

• transparency 

• correct results 

Success 

“An event that accomplishes its intended purpose” [20] 

In case of e-voting success means being effective system to replace paper-based voting. In our 

research the intended purpose of the e-voting system is to satisfy the needs of the following 

groups of users: 

1. Voters 

2. Government 

3. Electoral candidates 

From voters perspective e-voting system will be successful if: 

• it will be easy-to-use system 
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• one will be able to make fast voting and get results faster than it was provided with 

paper-based system (time factor) 

• It will not be a complicated process (transparency factor) 

• Systems reliability, security and objectivity will provide correct voting results (results 

factor) 

From Government perspective e-voting system will be successful if: 

• price of this system will be affordable and not much sensitive for the budget (price factor) 

• it will be reusable with minimum costs involved and would be able to work in the long-

term perspective 

• it will provide results fast (time factor) 

• there will be fewer complaints from voters and electoral candidates about the procedure 

and results of the elections (transparency and results factor) 

• it will eliminate human factor errors 

Form the electoral candidate’s perspective e-voting system will be successful if: 

• they will get faster results of the voting (time factor) 

• they will be sure that these results of the voting are correct (results factor) 

• they will be able to monitor electoral process at any time (transparency factor) 

1.4 Delimitations 
When we are talking about implementation of an electronic system of voting in Pakistan it 

includes many areas we should consider while writing anything about it, but considering the 

scope of our research and limited time we attempted to narrow down our research areas. In this 

study we mainly focused two case studies which are based on electronic systems i.e., EVM (ECI) 

[21] and Diebold (EAC) [22]. And from our research based on these case studies and a survey 

from the people of Pakistan we will try to establish which way of electronic voting Pakistan 

should adopt in order to replace current electoral system with the electronic one. 

1. We limit our research to cost, time, results and transparency in terms of effectiveness 

of the suggested electronic system. 

2. We limit our research in terms of success to easy to use (easy as anyone can caste 

vote being literate or illiterate), cost, time, transparency and results only. 
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3. There may be other users of this system but we limit our work to voters, Government 

and electoral candidates. 

4. We limit our research to social and technical aspects of the problems in the problem 

discussion. 

5. There are different issues e-voting can be dealt with but we limit our research and we 

are mainly covering the issues like how and what factors can be implemented to have 

a working e-voting system. 

6. We are not researching on what ways are there to authenticate the voters, though we 

did talk about security issues at a later stage and did asked our respondents of survey 

to tell us what way of authentication they think is viable. 

7. We are not dealing here with any single aspect of e-commerce, e-management, e-

services and e-democracy. But we did manage to narrow down our research work on 

e-voting as a part of e-democracy. 

8. There are different departments concerning e-voting but we limited our work to talk 

about election commission mainly. 

9. There can be more than two ways e-voting has its existence and we talked about e-

voting at polling booths and e-voting online (internet based) in our work but we limit 

our research to e-voting on polling booths only. 

10. We talked about different countries who implemented e-voting or they are in the 

process of implementation but we considered India and USA as our case studies and 

made them base of our research work. 

11. We compared the old and new systems of voting in India and USA on the basis of 

Experiences, Technology, Method and Vulnerabilities and limit our work to them. 

12. While analyzing EVM and Diebold and their differences to each other we limit our 

work to device type, visual output, operating system, records, accessibility, control, 

security of access, ballot issue, storage of votes, cost, power supply, capacity, 

languages and development. And we limit our work here. 

13. We compared EVM and Diebold in terms of historical, social, cultural, political, 

literacy, economical and technological aspects and not others. 
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1.5 Qualifications of the researchers 
Ch. Naveed Zafar 

“It’s now more than 6 years I’ve been working as software engineer. I have been providing 

consultancies to different companies in different fields like Software Management, Graphic 

Design, Web Development etc. 

I did my Bach. In Computer Sciences from NCCS Lahore, Pakistan and I am currently doing my 

Masters in Computer and Systems Science in Luleå University of Technology.” 

 

Anthony Pilkjaer 

“For the last 7 years I have been studying Software Development and totally devoted myself to 

computers. Now I am trying to shift from more technical and practical things to more system way 

of thinking and understanding problems. 

 I did my bachelors in Technical Science from Belarusian National Technical University, 

Belarus. At the moment I’m doing my Masters in Computer and Systems Science in Luleå 

University of Technology.” 
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2. Literature review 

2.1 Internet 

Internet was invented by the department of defense, United States of America in 1960s as a 

communication network for defense research purposes; no one could have foreseen how it would 

transform society three decades later. Today, the internet has become a part of the daily life of 

many people around the world [23] [24]. 

Explosive growth in Internet usage and rapid development of e-commerce in the private sector 

have put growing pressure on the public sector to serve citizens electronically, which is often 

known as the e-government and this initiative is taken to provide public services and to empower 

citizens and communities through information technology, especially through internet [25] [26]. 

The Internet provides low-cost and efficient solutions for the exchange of information but there 

are serious security and trust issues that need to be addressed when dealing with sensitive 

government information. The use of Internet for mission-critical transactions must provide 

solutions to ensure that only authorized government officials have access the sensitive data.  It 

must also address concerns about reliability, origin and integrity. In addition to the security 

issues, the use of Internet for critical government services must provide trust and integrity in both 

the data and the transactions. [27] 

2.2 EGovernment 

E-government applies concepts of electronic commerce (e.g. information and marketing through 

Web sites, selling to customers on-line) to government operations [28]. 

E-Government is simply defined as the use of ICT to improve the process of government. In a 

narrow sense it is sometime define as citizens’ services, re-engineering with the technology, or 

procurement over the Internet [29]. 

Digital (electronic) government is about transforming government service delivery through the 

use of technology [75]. 

UN world report on public sector says that 90 percent of member countries have operational 

government websites [1] [30]. 

E-Government is the use of technology to enhance the access to and delivery of government 

services to benefit citizens, business partners and employees [4]. 
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Users (Citizens) expect the same level of services from government as they have from the private 

sector and the government itself expects more effective, productive and improved services as the 

private sector is.  Having this all in common the e-Government still differs in its uniqueness of 

its interaction between government and its users. It has different issues to cater from different 

disciplines [30]. 

2.2.1 EServices 
The use of electronic delivery for government information, programs, strategies and services can 

named as e-services. These are available on-line “24h/7days”. It also refers to Electronic Service 

Delivery (ESD) and such expression as ‘one-stop service centers”. The latter describes situation 

in which citizen needs are met through a single contact with the government. In many cases it 

assumes a modernized front office but not necessarily redesigned back office capacity. At the 

same time, e-services emphasize innovative forms of citizen involvement and offer services that 

demonstrate serious valuation of citizens as customer of administration. The strategic challenge 

is to deliver services to members of public along with dimensions such as quality, convenience 

and cost [34]. 

2.2.2 EDemocracy 
This is the most difficult to generate and sustain feature of e-Governance. In framework of e-

democracy ICT is used as an instrument to help set agendas, establish priorities, make important 

policies and participate in their implementation in a deliberative way. It refers to activities that 

increase citizen involvement including virtual town meeting, open meeting, cyber campaigns, 

feedback polls, public surveys and community forums (such as through e-consultation, e-voting). 

In short, if e-government is successfully implemented new empowered citizens may emerge. 

They are able to form the Internet biased alliance to respond to various issues and achieve 

economic and social objectives [34]. 

2.2.3 EGovernment Services and Stages 
According to a study there are following dynamic stages through which e-Government will pass 

as electronic service evolving both inside and outside of the organization and when it faces the 

public [30]: 

1. Information 
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Information, brochures, leaflets, downloading forms. This involves making of websites 

and information portals to give details of the individual departments about themselves for 

the public. It is widely implemented. 

2. Transaction 

It includes E-voting, completing forms on-line, filing taxes online, and renewing driver’s 

licenses, applying for passports, unemployment benefit; obtaining birth 

certificates/marriage licenses. This is a two way communication and as per from the 

citizen, one is able to change the address and some other personal information required 

by the government in order to keep track of the citizens for their betterment. And again 

playing the role Government is offering information to the citizens. Some of these 

services are implemented 

3. Integration 

It includes integrating front and back-end systems across all departments to enable 

information sharing and a single point of access for citizens to multilayered government 

services. Here the gap between the front end and the back end systems are bridged to 

reduce the differences in between them. It is implemented in some progressive and single 

layer governments. 

4. Transformation 

At this stage there will be personalization of e-government services and a 1:1 relationship 

with government across all departments. This would be the most advanced version of 

what we have already been into; here Governments would give a full hand to the citizens 

to make preferences of the services being provided to them for their personal interests. In 

so doing Governments would be giving more facilities and independence to the citizens 

and they would feel comfort of using the services within the e-Government. Not yet 

implemented [30] 

2.2.4 Adoption of eGovernment Services 

The majority of e-government empirical studies from practitioners such as Accenture (An 

American company; provides consultancy), and international organizations such as the UN 

(United Nations) and OECD (Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development), focus 

on descriptive analyses of the “state of e-government”, “e-government readiness” in nations, or 

barriers and drivers to its implementation and advancement. From an academic perspective, 
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empirical studies have been largely focused on deeper understanding of adoption of e-

government services using Davis’ TAM (Technology Acceptance Model) and TPB (Theory of 

Planned Behavior). Abundant empirical evidence suggests that theory of planned behavior 

effectively explains individual intentions and behavior in adopting new technologies, taking this 

in concern if we see e-government we find that it also have no exception [30]. 

There are two main factors influencing the adoption of e-Government services as perspectives 

[30]: 

1. The citizen’s perspective 

The factors for adoption include familiarity or experience with e-services and 

government; ease of use; perceived usefulness; trust in the organization and service for 

example interacting with government on-line and the perceived safety/risk of providing 

information to government; perceived quality of information and service; and perceived 

behavioral control and subjective norms [30]. 

2. The Government’s perspective 

The barriers to adoption are the complexity of the department/agency paradigm; poor IT 

infrastructure; HR constraints such as lack of skilled personnel; and lack of financial 

resources; a reluctance and fear of sharing resources across departments and organization. 

While the main drivers were strategies to improve customer satisfaction with on-line 

government services; customer demands for new or better services. In a report by 

Accenture, over 92% of government executives that responded rated superior services as 

a business imperative for e-government initiatives. In one instance in the US, the driver 

for introducing e-government was to “revolutionize” the way government departments 

operate internally and with citizens [30]. 

In general following are the services as basics of e-Government [34]: 

• Services for the Citizens 

1. Income taxes 

2. Job search  

3. Social security benefits  

4. Personal documents  

5. Car registration  

6. Application for building permission  
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7. Declaration to the police  

8. Public libraries  

9. Birth and marriage certificates 

10. Enrolment in higher education 

11. Announcement of moving 

12. Health-related services 

• Services for Businesses 

1. Social contribution for employees 

2. Corporate tax 

3. VAT 

4. Registration of a new company 

5. Submission of statistical data 

6. Customs declarations 

7. Environment-related permits 

8. Public Procurement 

2.3 Democracy 

The term democracy indicates a form of government where all the state's decisions are exercised 

directly or indirectly by a majority of its citizenry through a fair elective process. When these 

factors are met a government can be classified as such. This can apply to a multitude of 

government systems as these concepts transcend and often occur concomitantly with other types 

[66]. 

In a phrase democracy is a government "of the people, by the people, and for the people." [42] 

In the following discussion we are going to narrow down our scope to election process in 

selection of the governing people in a democratic country Pakistan. 

2.3.1 A view on elections in Pakistan 
If we take a look on the history of the Pakistan, we come to know that it is a democratic country 

by birth. In 1947, the sub-continent was partitioned into two independent states as a result of 

public elections and Pakistan is one of them. So Pakistan was made on the basis of democracy 

and is named as Islamic Republic of Pakistan later. Till date, according to the law, the 
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government of Pakistan is supposed to be elected by citizens by means of transparent elections 

[43]. 

For the first time in Pakistan’s history it seems like the government this time would complete its 

5 years democratic period in the Parliament and now we are going to have elections in October 

2007. So working on this topic helped us understand the flaws in the system and have better 

understanding of Pakistan’s political situation [44]. 

Following are a few statistics given to have a quick review of the current system to elect 

government people in Pakistan. 

Government (Semipresidential system) 

The semi-presidential system is a system of government in which a prime minister and a 

president are both active participants in the day-to-day functioning of the administration of a 

country. 

Government representatives  

The Parliament of Pakistan consists of the President and two Houses to be known respectively as 

National Assembly and the Senate. The National Assembly consists of 342 Seats. The Members 

of the National Assembly and Provincial Assemblies are elected for a term of 5 years whereas 

the Members of the Senate are elected for a term of 6 years with staggered elections every 3 

years [47]. 

Election Commission 

It’s the duty of The Election Commission to organize and conduct the election and to make such 

arrangements as are necessary to ensure that the election is conducted honestly, justly, fairly and 

in accordance with law and that corrupt practices are guarded against. This institute is headed by 

Chief Election Commissioner [47]. 

Duties of the Chief Election Commissioner 

Following are the duties of a Chief Election Commissioner [47]: 

a) preparing electoral rolls for election to the National Assembly, Provincial Assemblies and 

Local Government Institutions; 

b) organizing and conducting election to the Senate or to fill casual vacancies in a House or 

a Provincial Assembly; 
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c) Appointing Election Tribunals; 

d) Conduct of Local Government Elections. 

Election to the National/Provincial Assemblies 

Members of the National Assembly and Provincial Assemblies are elected by direct voting in a 

constituency on first-past-the-post system through a secret ballot. A candidate, who obtains the 

highest number of votes in a constituency, is declared elected as a Member of National or a 

Provincial Assembly [47]. 

Election to the Senate 

The Senate consists of 100 members. It is the responsibility of the Chief Election Commissioner 

to hold and make arrangements for the Senate elections in accordance with the system of 

proportional representation by means of a single transferable vote through electoral colleges 

[47]. 

Election to the office of the President 

The President of Pakistan is chosen by a secret ballot through an Electoral College comprising 

the Members of the Senate, National Assembly and the Provincial Assemblies. A person who is 

a Muslim and not less than 45 years of age and is qualified to be elected as a Member of the 

National Assembly can contest the Presidential election. The President is elected for a term of 5 

years. It is the duty of Chief Election Commissioner to conduct elections to the office of the 

President in a special session of Parliament and all the Provincial Assemblies in accordance with 

the provisions of Second Schedule to the Constitution [47]. 

Eligibility for membership of the Parliament and Provincial Assemblies 

A person who is a citizen of Pakistan, is enrolled as a voter in any electoral roll and in case of 

National/Provincial Assemblies is not less than 25 years of age and in case of Senate not less 

than 30 years of age, is of good character and is not commonly known as one who violates 

Islamic injunctions, has adequate knowledge of Islamic teachings and practices, obligatory duties 

prescribed by Islam as well as abstains from major sin, is sagacious, righteous and non-

profligate, honest has not been convicted for a crime involving moral turpitude or for giving false 

evidence, and has not, after establishment of Pakistan, worked against the integrity of the country 
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or opposed the ideology of Pakistan and is graduate, can contest the elections and become a 

member of the Parliament or a Provincial Assembly [47]. 

Eligibility for being a Voter 

A person, who is a citizen of Pakistan, is not less than 18 years of age on the first day of January 

of the year in which the rolls are prepared or revised, is not declared by a competent court to be 

of un-sound mind and is or is deemed to be a resident of an electoral area, can get himself 

enrolled as a voter in that electoral area. The citizens registered on the electoral rolls are only 

eligible to cast their votes [47]. 

2.3.2 Electoral Procedure 
Following is the procedure for the whole electoral procedure in Pakistan [47]: 

1. For the conduct of elections to the National and Provincial Assemblies, the Election 

Commission appoints a District Returning Officer for each District and a Returning 

Officer for each constituency, who are drawn from amongst the officers of the Judiciary, 

the Federal/Provincial Government and Local Authorities. Returning Officers are mostly 

Additional District & Sessions Judges. 

2. The list of polling stations is prepared by the Returning Officers and approved by the 

District Returning Officer. No polling station can be located in the premises of a 

candidate. 

3. The list of Presiding Officers, Assistant Presiding Officers and polling staff is prepared 

by the Returning Officer and sent to the District Returning Officer for approval at least 

15 days before the polls. The Presiding Officer is responsible for conducting polls at the 

Polling Station and maintaining law and order. He is assisted by the Assistant Presiding 

Officers and Polling Officer. 

4. After the publication of Election Schedule by the Election Commission, nomination 

papers are invited from interested contesting candidates. 

5. Scrutiny of nomination papers is carried out by the Returning Officers and nomination 

papers are accepted / rejected. 

6. Appeals against rejection / acceptance of nomination papers are filed with the appellate 

tribunal, who decides such appeals summarily within such time as may be notified by the 

Commission and any order passed thereon shall be final.  
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7. Final list of contesting candidates is prepared and published in the prescribed manner by 

the Returning Officer after incorporation of the decisions on appeals and after withdrawal 

of candidature by the candidates if any. 

8. Election Symbols are also allocated to the candidates by the Returning Officer according 

to their party affiliation or as an individual candidate, from the list of Election Symbols 

approved by the Election Commission. The Returning Officer also publishes the names 

of the contesting candidates arranged in the Urdu alphabetical order specifying against 

each the symbol allocated to him. 

9. The Election Commission of Pakistan provides each Returning Officer with copies of 

voter’s list for his constituency who distributes it amongst the Presiding Officers in 

accordance with the polling scheme and assignment of voters to each polling 

station/booth. 

10. Voters cast their votes at specified polling stations according to their names in an 

electoral roll. Since the election for both National and Provincial Assemblies 

constituencies are held on the same day, the voter is issued two separate ballot papers for 

each National Assembly and Provincial Assembly constituency. 

11. When an elector presents himself at the polling station to vote, the Presiding Officer shall 

issue a ballot paper to the elector after satisfying himself about the identity of the elector 

through his identity card. 

12. Polling is held for nine hours on the polling day without any break. 

13. Immediately after the close of the poll votes are counted at the polling stations by the 

Presiding Officers in presence of the candidates, their Election Agents, and Polling 

Agents. 

14. After counting the ballot papers the Presiding Officer prepares a statement of the count 

indicating the number of votes secured by a candidate, and send it to the Returning 

Officer along with the election material, un-used ballot papers, spoilt ballot papers, 

tendered ballot papers, challenged ballot papers, marked copies of the electoral rolls, the 

counter-foils of used ballot papers, the tendered votes lists, and the challenged votes lists. 

15. The Presiding Officers also announce the result of count at the polling stations and paste 

a copy of the result out-side the polling stations. 
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16. After the receipt of statement of counts from the Presiding Officers of the polling 

stations, the Returning Officer compiles the preliminary un-official result and intimates 

the results to the Election Commission through fax for announcement on print/electronic 

media. 

17. After the announcement of un-official result, the Returning Officer serves a notice to all 

the contesting candidates and their election agents regarding the day, time and place fixed 

for consolidation of the result. In the presence of the contesting candidates and election 

agents, the Returning Officer consolidates the results of the count furnished by the 

Presiding Officers in the prescribed manner including postal ballot received by him 

before the polling day. 

18. Immediately after preparing the consolidated statement the Returning Officer submits a 

copy to the Election Commission in the prescribed form which publishes the names of the 

returned candidates in the official Journal. 

In order to easily understand these 18 steps we have divided them into 4 phases according to 

time-line of the elections in Pakistan (Fig. 1). 

Figure 1. Time-line of Pakistani elections 
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Figure 2. Phases of Pakistan's electoral system 

 

2.3.3 Edemocracy 
E-democracy, a portmanteau of electronic and democracy, comprises the use of electronic 

communications technologies, such as the Internet, in enhancing democratic processes within a 

democratic republic or representative democracy. 

Typically, the kinds of enhancements sought by proponents of e-democracy are framed in terms 

of making processes more accessible; making citizen participation in public policy decision-

making more expansive and direct so as to enable broader influence in policy outcomes as more 

individuals involved could yield smarter policies; increasing transparency and accountability; 
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and keeping the government closer to the consent of the governed, increasing its political 

legitimacy. E-democracy includes within its scope electronic voting, but has a much wider span 

than this single aspect of the democratic process [48]. 

E-democracy is a large field of study and there is no all-encompassing definition Essentially, e-

democracy relates to the online activities of governments, elected representatives, political 

parties and citizen groups The web sites of these organizations have a variety of functions, which 

include political or current affairs discussion, online consultation between representatives and 

their constituents, or there can be a free and non-partisan forum for discussion by citizens [49]. 

Importance of this issue 

E-democracy is a relatively new concept, which has surfaced out of the popularity of the internet 

and the need to re-invigorate interest in the democratic process. Citizens are more willing to use 

web sites to support their candidate and campaign drives. Time saving, efficiency of procedure 

and reliability are worthwhile [49]. 

Below are some types of e-democracy [48]: 

1. Online consultations and political web sites online 

Online consultations or e-consultations refer to an exchange between government and 

citizens using the Internet. They are one form of online deliberation. Further, online 

consultation consists in using the Internet to ask a group of people their opinion on one or 

more specific topics, allowing for trade-offs between participants. Generally, an agency 

consults a group of people to get their thoughts on an issue when a project or a policy is 

being developed or implemented, e.g. to identify or access options, or to evaluate 

ongoing activities. This enables governments to draft more citizen-centered policy. 

As the Internet gains popularity with the public for voicing opinion, citizen participation 

in policy development through cyberspace is changing the face of democracy. The rise of 

the Internet has given way to buzzwords such as e-democracy, referring to citizen 

participation in politics, government issues and policy development through electronic 

technologies and the Internet, and e-Government, pertaining to providing citizens with 

government information and services online. Online consultation is an extension of these 

concepts. Through online engagement, government is enabled to hold interactive 

dialogues with the public as they have a more direct route to citizen opinion via the 

Internet. 
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Online consultations are probably the first step taken by many governments in creating an 

e-democracy. Nearly all governments have made legislation, case law and other 

information available online. 

Online e-democracy communities have been set up, which encourage participation in the 

political process via the internet. 

Online consultations do not challenge traditional notions of democracy in any significant 

way. Therefore, online consultations are more likely to be adopted than the more radical 

direct voting forms of e-democracy [48]. 

2. E-voting 

E-voting combines technology with the democratic process, in order to make voting more 

efficient and convenient for voters. E-voting (or electronic voting) allows voters to either 

vote by computer from their homes or at the polling station [48]. 

a) E-voting at the polling booth 

This form of e-voting is virtually the same as regular voting, but replaces the 

ballot paper with a balloting machine or a computer. These machines / computers 

are only connected to a private network and server while voting is going on or 

after the voting is done. 

b) E-voting online 

The most advanced form of e-democracy would be voting online, which would 

allow voters to cast their votes from anywhere there is internet access. 

The Internet is viewed as a platform and delivery medium for tools that help to eliminate 

some of the distance constraints in direct democracy. Technical media for e-democracy 

can be expected to extend to mobile technologies such as phones [48]. 

Examples of Evoting implemented internationally 

Electronic voting has been a hot issue for many states worldwide and lately some of these states 

implemented this as a replacement to their conventional electoral systems in practice. 

• Brazil 

Brazil is a world leader in electronic elections, having conducted them since 1990. The 

elections in October 1998, was one of the largest electronic elections in history, with over 

sixty million voters casting ballots by computer for local and national candidates. 57 

percent of the voting population – voted electronically in elections for local, state and 
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national offices. In accordance with Brazilian law, an initial election involving all 

candidates was held in October, and a run-off election between the top two vote-getters 

for each office was held in November. When the results were tabulated, Brazil had 

elected its President, 27 Senators, 27 Governors, and over 2000 state and local officials 

[50]. 

• United Kingdom 

The expansion of new information and communication technologies into every sphere of 

people’s lives offers the opportunity to progressively overhaul electoral processes and to 

realize the benefits that new technologies can offer this component of democracy. Most 

people routinely undertake electronic transactions as part of their everyday activities. 

Millions of people regularly cast electronic votes in private elections, particularly for 

television and radio contests. Soon, voting in public elections (both local and general 

elections) may be one other activity which can be achieved electronically. 

The vision of e-voting is not one of a sudden switch over to a single technology. Rather, 

the vision is one of a phased move to multi-channel elections in which voters are offered 

a range of means by which to cast their vote and choose the mechanism that most suits 

them. Some of the 2002 local election pilots are already experimenting with this multi-

channel approach and the process of piloting, testing and then introducing new 

approaches will become an increasing feature of electoral practice. 

By the General Election after next – possibly as soon as 2008, certainly by 2011– much 

of the ground should have been prepared for an e-enabled election, offering those who 

want it the opportunity to vote electronically [51]. 

• Australia 

The ACT's electronic voting system, which was first used at the October 2001 election 

and was again used in the October 2004 election, is the first of its kind to be used for 

parliamentary elections in Australia. The system uses standard personal computers as 

voting terminals, with voters using a barcode to authenticate their votes. Voting terminals 

are linked to a server in each polling location using a secure local area network. No votes 

are taken or transmitted over a public network like the Internet. 

The voting system is used in the pre-poll voting centers, which are open for 3 weeks 

before polling day, and in a limited number of polling places on polling day. In polling 
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places that do not have electronic voting, voters still use traditional paper ballots. In 

electronic polling places, voters are given a choice of voting electronically or on paper. 

Electronic counting, which combines the counting of electronic votes and paper ballots, 

was first used in the ACT at the October 2001 election and was again used in the October 

2004 election. Preferences shown on paper ballots are data-entered by two independent 

operators, electronically checked for errors, and manually corrected if required. This data 

is then combined with the results of the electronic voting, and the computer program 

distributes preferences under the ACT’s Hare-Clark electoral system. 

The software for the electronic voting and counting system was built using Linux open 

source software, which was chosen specifically for this electoral system to ensure that 

election software is open and transparent and could be made available to stakeholders, 

candidates and other participants in the electoral process [52]. 

• New Zealand 

Most developments are in providing electronic voting facilities in polling places – 

particularly replacing paper ballots in jurisdictions with complicated ballots and multiple 

languages for example in Belgium, the Netherlands, and the United States. 

There are also some ambitious remote e-voting trials taking place over the next year 

which was monitored closely. In particular, registered overseas New Zealand voters 

voted online at the parliamentary election in the Netherlands in November 2006 [53]. 

• Lithuania 

The Lithuanian Parliament approves plans to introduce e-voting systems for 

parliamentary elections and referendums. The Chief Elections Service, which builds on 

Estonia’s electronic voting experience, estimates that a total of approximately LTL2 

million (€580.000) will be required for the preliminary installation of the e-voting system 

and the carrying out of the first elections on-line. Although there were some doubts as to 

whether the equal treatment of all voters could be guaranteed, the key institution in this 

project – the Information Society Development Committee –concluded that these 

concerns were unfounded. The Chief Elections Service has defined the principles and 

steps for rolling out e-voting, and identified the advantages and challenges posed once it 

begins. E-voting should boost voter turnout and help enhance the development of 

information technologies in Lithuania. It is also likely to help reduce the costs of future 
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elections. According to the preliminary estimates, a data encoding device and an 

electronic ballot box will cost about LTL100.000 and the software will cost around 

LTL500.000. A further LTL1.5 million will be allocated to system maintenance, auditing 

and public education. The actual e-voting will be implemented using the well-developed 

on-line banking systems used by Lithuanian banks [54]. 

There are some other countries who have implemented fully or partially e-voting but we cannot 

cover all of them as part of our research work. We covered only above countries as examples and 

mainly worked on the most suitable examples for our vision as below. 

2.4 Example of eVoting in India 

Talking about an example in context with e-voting is interesting and it goes more interesting if 

the example is being taken from a country who has always been a rival of Pakistan in each and 

every walk of life, from War to Sports and from independence from British empire to the biggest 

democracy of the world. 

It even gets more interesting when we talk about the history of both countries, as it’s been 59 

years of independence for both countries and both are highly populated countries, India the 

second and Pakistan the sixth. Even more interesting is both of them have base of Democracy 

behind their independence, but the history of both countries are totally different after Partition in 

terms of democracy. India truly became the biggest democracy of the world and Pakistan was 

never able to advance in a democratic environment, the reason was no true leadership, unfair 

elections, not having true will of people in power and each time we had a democratic 

government it faced charges of corruption and had to leave the house of power before 

completing the term of 5 years as is declared in the constitution of Pakistan. 

So the best way to define the need of an electronic voting is to compare Pakistan’s electoral 

system to the Indian electoral system. 

2.4.1 A Voting Revolution in India 
India prides itself on being the world's largest democracy. But its elections typically have been 

raucous affairs, with hundreds killed in fights between rival political parties and chronic 

allegations of ballot-box stuffing. One common practice in the past was the hijacking of entire 

polling stations by thugs who stuffed ballot boxes with additional bogus votes of their favorite 

candidate. 
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That's all about to change through a weapon, a suitcase size plastic box. The box holds a battery-

operated electronic voting machine, 1 million [76] of which will be in use when India's 680 

million eligible voters head for the polls for national elections. Before the 2004 National 

Assembly Elections, the Election Commission hoped an increase in voter turnout from 60% to 

70% [55]. 

2.4.2 EVM Structure 
The Indian Electronic Voting Machines (EVM) are designed and developed by two Government 

Owned Defense Equipment Manufacturing Units, Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) and 

Electronics Corporation of India Limited (ECIL). Both systems are identical, and are developed 

to the specifications of Election Commission of India [21] [56] [57]. 

The System is a set of two devices running on 6V batteries. One device, the Voting Unit is used 

by the Voter, and another device called the Control Unit is operated by the Electoral Officer. 

Both units are connected by a 5 meter cable. The Voting unit has a Blue Button for every 

candidate, the unit can hold 16 candidates, but up to 4 units can be chained, to accommodate 64 

candidates. The Control Units has three buttons on the surface, namely, one button to release a 

single vote, one button to see the total number of vote cast till now, and one button to close the 

election process. The result button is hidden and sealed; It cannot be pressed unless the Close 

button is already pressed [21] [56] [57]. 

The voting unit has a list of candidate's names and their Party Symbols pasted on the surface, and 

a Blue button to cast a vote faces ever candidate's name. The Party Symbols (like a Lotus, an 

elephant, a horse etc.) are approved by the election commission to be unique, All political parties 

use these symbols while campaigning, and illiterate people can identify their candidates by 

looking at his symbol, and pressing the blue button in front of his symbol [21] [56] [57]. 

2.4.3 Voting process 
Here is how the voting process goes [58]: 

1. The Voter is Identified, by his Government Issued Voter Identity Card, or his Public 

Distribution System's Ration Card (Food Card) [89], when he enters the polling station. 

2. Voter's finger is marked with a special ink, in such a way that the ink spreads from finger 

skin to nail in a small dot. One cannot remove this Ink without hurting himself. The Ink 

washes away in two week's time. 
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3. The Electoral Officer then presses a button on his Control Unit, which releases a single 

ballot, for the voter to use; this of course is electronic so it just enables the Voting unit to 

register one Vote. 

4. Now Voter enters the voting Booth, and presses a Button in front of name and Election 

Symbol of the Candidate. This action blinks an LED in front of the candidate's name and 

sounds a loud and long Beep that declares that the vote is casted. 

2.4.4 Results are obtained from the machines 
Here is how the results are obtained from the machines [58]: 

1. After the voting is over, electoral officer presses the Close switch on the Control Unit, 

after which no votes are registered by the unit. The total number of the Votes registered is 

noted by all stake holders (political party agents) and then the control units are put into its 

own special carrying case, and sealed for transport. 

2. Control Units from all Polling stations are transported to the nearest District 

headquarters. 

3. On the day of counting the seals of the Control Units are opened. The control unit has a 

Results Button which is physically secured by a protective seal; this button is pressed to 

obtain the results. The Machine gives the Serial number of the Candidate, and the votes 

that he has won. 

4. The Election commission takes a decision to ask for a re-election if the machines are 

found to be tempered with. Or if the count of signatures or thumb impressions (yes, 

India's illiterate also take part in the democracy) on the voter register do not tally with the 

number of votes registered by the Voting Machine. In this election, about a 100 polling 

booths, were asked to conduct the election again. This number is small, for the size of 

Indian elections. 

5. In case of disputes, the machines are preserved for the courts to decide upon, other 

machines are used for next election after resetting the memory. 

2.4.5 Difference between Old and New Voting System in India 
We will discuss these two systems in the reference of different measures like 
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Experiences 

Normal old system of voting in India was practiced in an old fashioned way. People use to stay 

in long quos to cast their votes, People had to put up with the harshness of weather constraints, 

many people die in each election just because of mishandling issues with the election procedures. 

Many unfair deals, having might was to be right. People always complain about the transparency 

of the elections. 

In the new way of election, Government says they have totally eliminated the chances of fake 

votes, usage of unfair means, unfair dealings, under table purchasing of votes and many other 

issues Indian people were use to hear or see in the history. Overall India has accepted the mass 

change in voting system from paper base to electronic base and it seems like electronic voting 

was inevitable for Indian governmental departments [21] [55] [58]. 

Technology 

The old system was purely based on paper work. Everything had to deal with papers like voter 

lists, voting ballots, ID cards etc. A voter coming in to vote had to be on the voting lists made by 

the authorities and then he/she goes to Voting booth and place mark on the concerned Party flag 

and put that in to a ballot box after folding it in some special manner. Now if the voter did make 

a mark but accidentally made it a little wrong the vote goes useless. Simple we can say there was 

no interaction of technology in old Indian system of voting. 

New Voting system has very smooth procedures to follow and even a complete illiterate person 

can easily vote for his consent. There is a machine with candidate names on it and voter can just 

put his/her finger on the Flag of the Party he/she wants to vote for and the vote is effective. This 

screen involves a computer on the backend and reusable, unalterable chip. To retrieve the votes 

the machines are attached with a main system [21] [55] [58]. 

Method 

In older system Voting opened early in the morning and ended till evening. People come to 

polling stations and wait for their turn to vote; as soon as their turn comes they go in and show 

Rashion card (used as identity card specifically distributing food also known as food card) [89] 

or any identity card to prove that they are they. They are sent to another authority within the 

campus to get knowledge of which booth they have to go in as each area had its own booth and 
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are given with a ballot paper to mark and then make it effective by putting it in a ballot box 

sealed by the election commission. 

Though the procedures include the showing of identification of the voter as soon as he/she enters 

the polling place and then getting verified by the authorities whether he/she is in the voter list or 

not. But this Technology has given people much relief. Things are much easier than they were in 

the past. There is no fear of losing a single vote as people can just put finger on the button where 

they see the party flag of their choice and the vote gets effective [21] [55] [58]. 

Vulnerability 

One of the biggest short come of the old system was after the elections are over many people 

claiming the elections were unfair, there were fake votes or vote bank was bought. People had to 

wait for hours to vote and had to face the harsh whether constraints. Time wastage was a major 

factor stopping people to come out of their houses and try to select the right party to be elected. 

Despite the fact that Technology has made life easier and electronic voting has turned the tables 

for many political parties who were use to use unfair means during the elections. But this new 

tech oriented system was not able to reduce the time of waiting and was not really able to make 

the quos shorter. People still have to wait for their turn to vote for hours and many just don’t 

appear at polling stations fearing this would result in wastage of time, but things will change and 

this takes time and awareness [21] [55] [58]. 

2.5 Example of evoting in USA 

The common thing about USA and Pakistan is the internet growth rate. Pakistan has shown a 

great hype in the growth of internet and household computers lately and that’s what put Pakistan 

in equality with USA. As USA is always been an example for internet growth and Pakistan has 

shown an enormous growth in Personal computers and internet growth rate lately. Though 

Pakistan’s growth rate cannot be related to with USA’s growth rate directly but as USA is a 

leading country in the developed world, Pakistan is one of the developing countries who have 

been quite successful in implementation of new technologies for the benefits of its people. 

Comparison of Pakistan, India and USA in terms of population and internet is shown on Table 1 

[59]. 

From Table 1 it is quite clear that Pakistan has a very impressive growth rate of internet usage 

and it is constantly increasing by the time. 
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Table 1. Comparison of Pakistan, India and USA in terms of population and internet 

Country Population  

(2007 Est.) 

Internet Users, 

(Year 2000) 

Internet Users,

Latest Data 

Penetration 

(% Population) 

Use Growth 

( 2000-2007 ) 

United States 301,967,681 95,360,901 210,080,067 69.6 % 115.7 % 

India 1,129,667,528 5,000,000 40,000,000 3.5 % 700.0 % 

Pakistan 167,806,831 133,900 12,000,000 7.2 % 8,861.9 % 

 

It appears from the table that there is no equality between the growth rate of USA and Pakistan 

but closely watching the behavior of people adopting the new technologies will tell us that If one 

takes USA growth rate from 1990-2000 the growth rate was enormous and after year 2000 things 

are running steady that’s how Pakistan is working. At the moment the growth rate of Pakistan is 

enormous but it will likely get steady in few years. 

2.5.1 Implementation of evoting in USA 
There was a need of e-voting in USA from quite a long time but there were some technology 

hazards but finally, in year 2004 USA had its 1st National Elections observed through e-voting 

on a fairly large scale. Usage ratio of different voting systems in USA in elections is shown in 

Table 2 and Figure 3 [60]. 

Table 2. Usage ratio of different voting systems in USA in elections 2000 and 2004 

 Type 2000 2004 

1. Lever Machine 17% 18% 

2. Punch Card 31% 13% 

3. Paper 1.5% 1% 

4. Optical Scan 29.5% 35% 

5. Direct Recording Electronic 

Voting Machine (DRE) 

12.5% 29.5% 
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Figure 3. Usage ratio of different voting systems in USA in elections 2004 

 
 

There were partial tests being carried out in different times in different states to check the 

authenticity of e-voting e.g. [61]: 

1. In Alaska in January 2000, 35 people voted via the Internet in the Alaskan Republican 

Party’s presidential straw poll using a password mailed to them in advance. Kathleen 

Dalton, a member of the Alaska Republican Straw Poll Committee said that “Internet 

voting opens up a completely new domain to an Alaskan population that is handicapped 

by vast distances, lack of land transportation routes, and slow or interrupted postal 

service in winter months” [61]. 

2. The Arizona Democratic Party was planning to offer Internet voting in its March 2000 

binding presidential primary. Security in this election appeared also to rely on voters 

signing a form, mailing it in, and receiving by return mail a password that allows them 

the vote any time within a four-day period. A firm competing with the one running the 

election for the party declined to make a bid for the election. They were concerned that 

party officials insisted on allowing people to vote from home, and urged instead voting 

only at polling stations, so poll workers could guarantee the identity of voters before 

letting them cast votes. They also worried that the computers used might harbor viruses 

or other Trojan horse programs. The Voting Integrity project has filed suit in federal 

court against the Arizona plan, saying it discriminates against minority voters.  Noting 
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that only half of the households in the United States have Internet access, the League of 

Women Voters has raised this issue also [61]. 

3. The Pentagon is scheduling a test of overseas Internet voting in November 2000 using 

250 voters from five states and virus-free machines [61]. 

2.5.2 Old system of voting in USA 
Traditional ways of voting had been in practice in United States of America mainly Lever 

Machines and Punch Cards. Papers were also a major part of this old system. It is shown in 

Table 3. 

Table 3. Traditional ways of voting used in USA 

 

2.5.3 Difference between Old and New Voting System in USA 
There is a big difference in the old and new way to vote. We can discuss the differences in four 

major aspects: 

1. Experiences 

In the old system the major chunk of the system was done through Lever Machines. In 

these types of machines it was not automated and there were different levers for different 

choices and one can pull levers for the choices and one big Lever to make the choice 

official [60]. 

In the new electronic way of voting as discussed above the whole system is being 

automated, there are machines with screens and the person can see choices on the screen 

and can select the choice by pressing the right option [61]. 

 Type 1980 1984 1988 1992 1996 

1. Lever Machine 43% 39% 32% 28.5% 22% 

2. Punch Card 31% 35% 41% 38.5% 37% 

3. Paper 10.5% 8% 6% 4% 2% 

4. Optical Scan 2% 4% 7.5% 15% 24%% 

5. Direct Recording 

Electronic Voting 

Machine (DRE) 

1% 1.5% 3.5% 4.5% 7% 

6. Mixed Systems 12.5% 12.5% 10% 9.5% 8% 
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2. Technology 

Old system was developed according to the needs of the time. Lever machines, Punch 

cards and a very traditional way of voting “Paper” was used to cast votes. The most 

advanced of them was the lever machines. In this people don’t have to do much work, 

just see the options by pulling levers and select one option by pulling one main Big 

Lever. Sounds easy but takes much time. It has a problem if there are many candidates to 

vote for a Person could take long time to caste his/her vote which ultimately is a loss to 

the nation [60]. 

Diebold AccuVote-TS (official name of USA’s e-voting machines) is working very 

simple. To cast a vote, the voter first inserts her voter card. The machine validates the 

voter card and presents the voter with a user interface. It allows her to express her vote by 

selecting candidates and answering questions. After making and confirming her 

selections, the voter pushes a button on the user interface to cast her vote. The machine 

modifies the voter card, marking it as invalid, and then ejects it. After leaving the 

machine, the voter returns the now-invalid voter card to the poll workers, who may re-

enable it for use by another voter [67]. 

3. Method 

In the old system as the voter reaches the polling place, there were normally three people 

at the desk by the door as the voter entered the place, looking up addresses and voting 

districts. As the voter passes away he/she finds another four people at the other desk who 

were appointed to make sure there was no fraud and the elections were transparent. After 

this the voter enters the booth and castes the vote [60]. 

According to new system a voter arrives at the polling place, he/she checks in at a front 

desk where several poll workers are stationed. The voter announces his/her identity (and 

provides whatever evidence of identity is required by elections law). The identity is 

checked against a list of registered voters. Assuming the voter is registered and has not 

yet voted, poll workers record that the voter has voted. At this point the poll workers give 

the voter a “voter card,” a special smart card that signifies that the voter is entitled to cast 

a vote. The voter waits until the voting machine is free and then approaches the machine 

to cast his/her vote [67]. 

4. Vulnerabilities 
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There are many problems, weaknesses and issues with the traditional old system that was 

observed by United States of America. One of the major issues was the delay of election 

results. After all America had the problems such as the miscount in Florida during the 

2000 presidential election. If they had been persistent to the old system a greater 

controversy could have emerged. There were some problems in the past such as voters 

making errors while signing the ballot paper which means a useless vote. There were 

different systems employed and they resulted in a higher cost on elections [68]. 

The vulnerabilities of the new system are defined below [62]: 

a) Malicious software running on a single voting machine can steal votes with little if 

any risk of detection. The malicious software can modify all of the records, audit 

logs, and counters kept by the voting machine, so that even careful forensic 

examination of these records will find nothing amiss. We have constructed 

demonstration software that carries out this vote-stealing attack. 

b) Anyone who has physical access to a voting machine, or to a memory card that will 

later be inserted into a machine, can install said malicious software using a simple 

method that takes as little as one minute. In practice, poll workers and others often 

have unsupervised access to the machines. 

c) Diebold AccuVote-TS machines are susceptible to voting-machine viruses’ computer 

viruses that can spread malicious software automatically and invisibly from machine 

to machine during normal pre- and post election activity. We have constructed a 

demonstration virus that spreads in this way, installing our demonstration vote-

stealing program on every machine it infects. 

d) While some of these problems can be eliminated by improving Diebold’s software, 

others cannot be remedied without replacing the machines’ hardware. Changes to 

election procedures would also be required to ensure security. 

2.6 Comparison study of Indian EVM and USA’s Diebold systems 

The study below would lead us to consider adopting the suitable system for Pakistan [58] 

Device type 

EVM: Embedded with Assembly code. 
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Diebold: Embedded with Windows CE, and C++ code. 

Visual Output 

EVM: Single LED against each candidate's name. 

Diebold: Color Touch screen, with GUI software. 

Operating System/ Software 

EVM: None, the Assembly code to register number of votes is all it has. 

Diebold: Windows CE, and C++ code stored on the Internal Memory and PCMCIA cards. 

Records/ Audits 

EVM: The voting unit doesn't store anything; the control unit records the number of votes casted 

for each candidate against his serial number. No record to link person-to-vote. 

Diebold: Internal ribbon printer, and PCMCIA storage for records and audit trials. Additionally 

the GEMS server also stores the votes and audits. 

Accessibility 

EVM: Blind people are allowed to bring an escort into the polling booth to help them vote. 

Diebold: Optional Audio component to assist the visually impaired. “Magnify” feature to 

enlarge the text. I guess all Windows CE Accessibility features are available on these systems. 

Control 

EVM: Control Unit accumulates the votes; it is a device with flash storage and seven segment 

LED displays. They are connected to voting units with a 5 meter cable; the Unit has a switch to 

issue a ballot for a voter. 
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Diebold: Two GEMS servers one primary and a backup, for every polling station, that connects 

to the voting units to “load the ballots” and then voting units work independently. They are again 

connected at the time of results. 

Security of Access 

EVM: Physical security is ensured by the electoral officers. Unit is sealed during transport. 

Diebold: GEMS servers have access through Supervisory Smart cards, and PIN’s, some users 

have login and password access. 

Ballot Issue 

EVM: Ballot is issued by Electoral officer by pressing a button on the Control Unit. It allows the 

voter to press one button on the voting unit. 

Diebold: Voter access smart card is issued in an envelope for a terminal. Voter can put it in the 

assigned terminal and cast his/her vote. 

Storage of Votes 

EVM: In Internal Non removable memory of the Control Units. All control units are transported 

physically to the counting center. 

Diebold: In a PCMCIA card hidden in the Voting Unit. Results are “transmitted” using modems 

to the counting center. 

Cost of the System 

EVM: About 10500 Rs. (230$) for 1 control Unit + one voting unit. 

Diebold: About 3300$. 

Power Supply 

EVM: 6V alkaline batteries. 
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Diebold: electricity. 

Capacity 

EVM: 3840 Votes (the electoral process distributes one polling station for not more than 1500 

voters) so it’s large enough. 

Diebold: Over 35000 votes. 

Localization/Languages 

EVM: The Voting unit has a Non tear-able printed sticker, which is printed in any of the 18 (yes 

18) constitutional languages, spoken in the region. The Election Symbol of the candidate allows 

people who cannot read that language or cannot read any language at all to vote by pressing the 

button against the symbol. 

Diebold: Supports more than 8 different languages using GEMS software. 

Developed by 

EVM: State owned Defense Equipment manufacturing units. 

Diebold: Private Company. 

Buyer/ Owner 

EVM: Election commission of India buys it and owns it to conduct elections everywhere in 

India. 

Diebold: Individual states / counties buy the systems, and use it to take part in elections, each 

state can decide based on its law, which system to adopt. 
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3. Methodology 

The aim of this chapter is to give an introduction about the general research methodology used in 

this study together with specific tools used in data collection and analysis. Also this chapter 

discusses the methods to evaluate validity and reliability of the research. 

3.1 Research purpose 

In the information age, it seems that the application of information technology is an in-

dispensable tendency for the evolution of organizations in 21st century, regardless of public or 

private organizations. The application of information technology into public affairs briefly 

includes the electronic democracy, which is governance-oriented, and e-government, which is 

service-oriented. E-Voting being a vital part of the services being offered by e-Government 

would lead the application of information technology to improve the efficiency of public sector 

obviously and the participation of the citizen through the electronic forum [35]. 

The purpose of this research is to go through the current situation of Pakistan’s democracy and 

electoral system in context of the view point of people of Pakistan. Furthermore, one purpose to 

make a research in this area is to get to know the factors affecting the implementation of 

electronic voting in Pakistan in coming future. It is also important as Pakistan is near to hold its 

general elections in October 2007 [18]. 

3.2 Research approach 

There are two main research approaches used in scientific work, quantitative and qualitative. The 

main difference between these two is that the aim of quantitative research is to fin explanation to 

a phenomenon or a situation that can be generalized to other people and places while in 

qualitative research the aim is to gain deeper understanding of a phenomena or a situation [77]. 

In our study we will be using both of them. Our aim is to find out the factors affecting the 

implementation of electronic voting in Pakistan. And finding out what way of electronic voting 

Pakistan should adopt in order to have smooth transformation of normal electoral system to the 

electronic one. Our work will be divided in 2 parts. First one will be devoted to analyzing of 
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case-studies of implementation of e-voting in different countries. During this part we will be 

using qualitative research approach. Second part of our research will be to find out peoples 

opinion about the situation with democracy in Pakistan and need for implementing of e-voting. 

During this part we will be using quantitative research approach. 

We are going to collect data using the literature about the subject, Internet survey to question 

people that are using or not using e-government services. This will help us to form a picture of 

what kind of people are using the e-government services and what motivates them to believe or 

not believe in having electronic voting in Pakistan, what is the level of their satisfaction, how do 

they evaluate current way of voting system and what drawbacks and good points they see in old 

system and electronic system and also what level of security they think is necessary to be 

implemented while thinking of e-voting. 

There are 2 reasoning in analyzing data that we are going to use in our research: Deductive and 

Inductive reasoning. 

Deductive reasoning is sometimes called the “top-down” approach. It begins with theory about 

the field of interest and narrowing that theory down into hypothesis that can be later tested. Next 

observations are collected to address the hypothesis which then leads to the testing of the 

hypothesis to confirm the original theories [78]. 

Inductive reasoning on the other hand is called the “bottom up” approach that moves from 

observations meant for detecting patterns to develop conclusions or theories and also broader 

generalizations and theories. This kind of reasoning is open-ended and exploratory [78]. And it is 

used in a way that a researcher observes a sample and then draws conclusions about the 

population from which the sample is taken [79]. 

According to these two definitions we are going to use inductive and deductive reasoning to 

analyze the collected date from our surveys and case-studies. Based on the answers given of the 

particular users of the e-government services and published materials we will try to form picture 

of the present situation. Then based on the people’s opinions we will come up with ideas about 

changing the present situation in order to encourage people to use the e-government services 

more often. 
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3.3 Research strategy 

There are five primary research strategies in the social sciences: experiments, surveys, archival 

analysis, histories, and case studies. Each strategy has its own advantages and disadvantages 

[80]. 

Some scholars use the term survey research to refer to almost any form of descriptive, 

quantitative research [81] [90]. We use a more restricted meaning here: Survey research involves 

acquiring information about one or more groups of people – perhaps about their characteristics, 

opinions, attitudes, or previous experiences – by asking questions and tabulating their answers. 

The ultimate goal is to learn about a large population by surveying a sample of that population; 

thus, we might call this approach a descriptive survey or normative survey [79]. 

We have chosen survey research and case-studies as our research strategy. We are using 

quantitative and qualitative approach for our research, that’s why surveys and case-studies are 

the most fast and convenient way to conduct this kind of research. For us also very important to 

get people’s attitude to the problem and find causes of their fear about this new e-voting service. 

That’s why we are looking forward to get as much respondents as possible. And using surveys in 

this scenario will be most appropriate. Also we want to compare already existing systems in 

order to see the results of their implementation and choose most suitable system for Pakistan. So 

case-studies will help us to achieve this goal. 

3.4 Data collection 

In our research we are going to use two forms of collecting data: internet survey and study cases. 

As far as topic of our research is related with electronic voting aspects, there are a lot of 

publications from different governmental authorities and scholars concerning electronic systems 

used in e-voting in particular countries. We find this material very useful, because it will help us 

to look on to our main topic from different point of views. To see what systems are implemented, 

what problems remained, what suggestions are given. 

At the same time we will use our internet survey in order to analyze what people think and 

consider while seeing the perspectives of implementation of electronic voting. It will also lead us 
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to believe why and how people think is wise to have this kind of voting and what justification 

they look for while trusting the new system to be implemented. 

Our survey is open for all the people from Pakistan that are using or may use e-government 

services. But due to limited time of research and lack of mail-databases of actual users, we 

believe that most of the respondents will be students of different institutes/universities with 

different educational and financial backgrounds. This has two sides, first is that our research will 

not cover the main part of e-government users (we believe that our respondents are between 18-

45 years old). Second, as far as our target group may be students, we may consider them being 

future users of the e-government. So it’s very important to develop e-government services in 

order to meet their requirements. And also young people are more familiar with computers, 

internet and security aspects. And they also have fresh and modern view on the problem 

situation. 

3.5 Data analysis 

After we finish collecting data from the survey we will conduct and from the case studies, we are 

going to represent the results in tabular / graphical form. So it will be easier for readers to 

understand them and would be easy for us to analyze them and present to readers. Also, as far as 

we are going to have some cross-related question, we will need to analyze them separately and 

make some conclusions based on results we receive from our survey. 

After we will finish making statistic analyze of data, we will try to sum up the results and make 

some conclusions about what are the prospects of implementation of electronic voting in 

Pakistan. 

3.6 Validity and reliability 

3.6.1 Validity 

When we consider the validity of a research study we need to ask two basic questions. First, does 

the study have sufficient controls to ensure that the conclusions we draw are truly warranted by 

the data? Second, can we use what we have observed in the research situation to make 
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generalizations about world beyond that specific situation? The answer to these two questions 

addresses the issues of internal validity and external validity respectively [79]. 

3.6.2 Reliability 

Reliability of a measurement instrument is the extent to which it yields consistent results when 

the characteristics being measured has not changed. A researcher can enhance the reliability of a 

measurement instrument in several ways. First, the instrument should always be administered in 

a consistent fashion: In other words, there should be standardization in use of the instrument 

from one situation or person to next. Second, to the extent that subjective judgments are required, 

specific criteria should be established that dictate the kinds of judgments the researcher makes. 

And third, any research assistants who are using the instrument should be well trained so they 

can obtain similar results [79]. 

According to the target group we have chosen and the complexity of the problem we have to 

research on, the reliability and validity of the research may vary. But by narrowing down the 

target group we try to research we will be able to increase the reliability of the research. 
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4. Data presentation 

4.1 Focus area (Pakistan) 

In our study the main research was factors affecting electronic voting in general but then to make 

sure that the constraints of time and other resources doesn’t allow us to work that far we had to 

limit are research to some extent. Considering these factors we tried to narrow down the research 

area and the best suited focus we found was to find out factors affecting electronic voting 

implementation in Pakistan. We tried to make sure that we can get people’s views and views of 

the researchers as much as they reflect on the domain of the problem area. 

4.2 Case Studies 

Despite the fact that there are many countries in the world who have implemented electronic 

voting partially or fully we had to limit our work to some case studies and we found India and 

USA as best options to consider while talking about adding a new feature to Pakistan’s e-

Governance as electronic voting. 

Case Study 1: India 

India is neighboring country to Pakistan and has same kind of political system and had the same 

kind of electoral system before implementing the new electronic system. So in our view India 

can be the best example to consider in the process of making electronic voting future system of 

voting for Pakistan. 

Case Study 2: USA 

Like India, USA is not a neighboring country to Pakistan and does not share anything in 

common with Pakistan but we considered this example as it is one of the advanced countries in 

the world and has implemented quite good electronic voting system. Taking USA as example 

was also based on the reason that Pakistan has an enormous rate of Internet growth and Pakistan 

Government is putting a lot of efforts to make everything a citizen needs remotely accessible. 

4.3 Survey 

In support to our case studies we were in need to make a survey entitling the electronic voting 

subject enquired from people of Pakistan. In order to get a proper feedback on whether electronic 

voting should be implemented at all or not and if it should be implemented then what are the 
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factors that can affect this in a good way or bad way. Furthermore, the survey should satisfy our 

need to seek the views of people on what they think about current electoral system and about the 

values Government has in terms of trust by the people. 

4.4 Background of the respondents 

Target respondents of our survey were Pakistani males and females aged from 18 to 45. Also 

these were the people we can reach for this kind of survey as they are the main users on internet 

in Pakistan. The respondents we got were most university students or graduates and were in the 

age group from 18 to 35 at major and also from the age group 36 to 45. Most of them had some 

experience with e-government and most of them were advance users of internet. 

4.5 Questionnaire Formulation 

To make a survey available for the people to comment on such an important subject needs to be a 

proper reflection of people’s view and their thinking and considering the fact that likely the 

respondent is not from the computer field and can misunderstand anything important in this 

survey we needed to make it as simple and as easy that a normal computer illiterate person can 

understand what he is about to fill in. For this reasoning we made a survey and circulated that 

survey to random people from all walks of life to get their views on the questionnaire and as well 

as on the subject of the questionnaire. We had 30 respondents with different views and 

suggestions to improve the survey in a way that anyone can easily understand what it take to 

implement an electronic voting system. In the light of these suggestions we improved the survey 

and then circulated it online to get proper responses. 

4.6 Questionnaire 

We divided the questionnaire in 6 parts in order to get the concerned information and views of 

each respondent. This was done to make sure that we will be able to cross relation the data to 

analyze it on a later stage. These parts were Personal information stage where we got personal 

details of the respondent; this was the detail we had to use for cross relations. In the next stage 

we asked users to tell us if they were users of e-government services or not and if they were what 

services in particular they used. This was done to have a fair understanding of the people if they 

are have any experience or not so that their answer on electronic voting could authenticate itself. 

Next stage was about getting people’s view on current situation of Pakistan in terms of 
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Democracy and whether if they think elections in Pakistan are held democratically or not. 

Furthermore, what role humans can play in manual voting system and if they think elections are 

not held democratically what reasons can be for this discrepancy. Next phase was considering e-

voting itself, if it is needed and implemented what is the authenticity of this system and whether 

if this system can motivate people to vote also if e-voting can replace paper based voting at all. 

In the next phase we formulated questions in which people can give their views about how the 

machine should look like and how it should function. Here we enquired technical questions in so 

simple way that anyone can answer us without thinking that he knows anything about 

technicalities or not. In the last phase of our questionnaire we tried to enquire who should control 

the voting machines and whether the machines should display themselves embedded in 

provincial and regional manner or a normal standard display can work for everyone. 

4.7 Survey Result 

The survey included 26 questions and 1 field for general comments if a respondent has any. We 

had a target of 300 respondents to whom we can reach directly with authenticated email 

addresses and personal contacts. Along with reaching our friends and contacts we tried another 

method of reaching people of Pakistan by emailing on different community groups of Pakistanis 

and as a result we got 487 respondents. As the emails were sent to these communities there is no 

guarantee if people will at all see and read our request for survey and if they read it there is no 

guarantee that they will come to our website and fill in the survey and we are also not sure about 

the number of people who will read our message and the time they will take to respond to the 

request, and as a result to this the number of respondents are still growing. The time when we 

decided to start doing analysis of this data we had 487 respondents among them there were “20” 

people who did not answer the question about Gender or Age and as we are going to cross 

relation the data on the basis of these two questions therefore we excluded these 20 respondents 

and their survey responses in the process of vindication. We will only consider 467 people for 

the survey result despite the fact that the survey is still online and people are responding to it. 

Table 4. Gender and Age Group 

  Under 18 18-25 26-35 36-45 46-60 Over 60 Total
Male 1 137 231 17 10 1 397 

Female 4 31 20 9 5 1 70 
Total 5 168 251 26 15 2 467 
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According to the Table 4, there were 70 females and 397 males who participated in the survey. 

And these are the people we considered for making our result from the survey as we excluded 20 

people as they were not fulfilling the basic need of this survey. 

Table 5. Gender participation from different divisions of Pakistan 

 Male Female 

Lahore 132 18 

Karachi 81 17 

Rawalpindi 47 11 

Faisalabad 36 02 

Gujranwala 22 02 

Bahawalpur 19 03 

Multan 15 00 

Hyderabad 11 00 

Peshawar 10 00 

Total 373 53 

 

In Table 5 we have shown the nativity of the respondent that where one belongs from 27 

divisions of Pakistan. There were a total of 467 people but we have limited our work by not 

mentioning the divisions which had less than 10 respondents as considering them would lead us 

to a result where we can not estimate the feelings of general public, in our view less than 10 

people cannot represent a population of hundreds of thousands of people. As a result of this we 

excluded 41 people. Rests of the respondents are presented in Table 5. 

From Table 6 we can see that there were people responding to our survey with mixed education 

levels. But as the target group was from 18 years to 45 years of age, most of the respondents 

turned to be either university students or graduates from different universities. 

Table 6. Education level of the respondents 

  School College University Other

under 18 Male 1 0 0 0
Female 3 0 1 0

18-25 Male 1 5 128 1
Female 0 6 25 0

26-35 Male 0 8 215 3
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Female 0 6 13 1

36-45 Male 0 1 16 0
Female 4 1 3 1

46-60 Male 0 1 9 0
Female 2 1 0 1

Over 60 Male 0 0 0 1
Female 0 1 0 0

Total 11 30 410 8
 

Table 7. Computer experience of the respondents 

  Novice Average Advanced Expert

under 18 Male 0 1 0 0
Female 1 3 0 0

18-25 Male 0 13 56 68
Female 2 11 13 5

26-35 Male 0 34 89 106
Female 0 11 5 4

36-45 Male 0 4 9 4
Female 0 1 4 0

46-60 Male 0 5 4 1
Female 2 2 1 0

Over 60 Male 1 0 0 0
Female 0 1 0 0

Total 6 86 181 188
 

Table 8. Usage of e-government services 

  Yes No 

under 18 Male 0 1 
Female 1 2 

18-25 Male 71 66 
Female 16 15 

26-35 Male 123 105 
Female 10 10 

36-45 Male 10 7 
Female 7 2 

46-60 Male 6 4 
Female 2 3 

Over 60 Male 0 1 
Female 1 0 

Total 247 216 
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Table 9 shows that most of our respondents were computer literate or computer users, as the 

survey result shows maximum of them were either experts or advance level users of computers. 

In Table 8 we can see that there is a mixed ratio of respondents with mixed choices though more 

than half of them said they use e-government services and rest said they do not use e-services. 

According to Table 9 there were certain services presented as choices for the people in survey 

and many of them were of the view that they download different forms and information packages 

from the sites maintained be e-Government. 

Table 9. Different e-government services in use 

a) Getting information about general facts 

b) Downloading different forms and materials 

c) Paying taxes 

d) Issuing passport/driving license 

e) Registering car 

f) Paying bills 

g) Voting 

h) Other 

i) None 

  (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

under 18  Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Female 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2

18‐25  Male 62 63 11 15 6 39 10 32 42
Female 19 17 1 2 2 9 5 6 5

26‐35  Male 120 132 35 37 22 66 11 37 65
Female 7 9 2 2 2 4 0 2 7

36‐45  Male 10 8 1 0 0 3 1 4 5
Female 5 5 1 2 2 2 0 1 0

46‐60  Male 7 6 0 0 0 2 0 2 2
Female 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 3

Over 60  Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Female 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

Total 231 242 51 58 34 125 27 85 133
 

Table 10 shows that in most of the people’s view elections are not held democratically. 
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Table 10. Is voting in Pakistan held democratically? 

  Yes No

under 18 Male 0 1 
Female 2 2 

18-25 Male 39 97 
Female 8 23 

26-35 Male 62 167 
Female 4 16 

36-45 Male 4 13 
Female 1 7 

46-60 Male 1 9 
Female 0 5 

Over 60 Male 0 1 
Female 0 1 

Total 121 342 
 

In Table 11 a number of people think that elections are affected by the human-factors in a good 

way and as twice number of people answered that human factors affect the system in a bad way. 

Table 11. Are voting results affected by human-factor? 

  
Yes, in a good 

way
Yes, in a bad 

way Not at all 

under 18 Male 0 1 0 
Female 2 1 1 

18-25 Male 47 85 4 
Female 7 20 4 

26-35 Male 70 131 26 
Female 5 14 1 

36-45 Male 6 10 1 
Female 1 8 0 

46-60 Male 3 7 0 
Female 0 4 1 

Over 60 Male 0 0 1 
Female 0 1 0 

Total 141 282 39 
 

It is a major understanding of people according to Table 12 that use of computers can minimize 

the effects human factors can have on the system. 
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Table 12. Possibility to avoid / minimize human-factor by the use of computers 

  Yes No

under 18 Male 0 1 
Female 3 1 

18-25 Male 107 29 
Female 21 10 

26-35 Male 175 50 
Female 15 4 

36-45 Male 12 5 
Female 8 1 

46-60 Male 9 1 
Female 4 1 

Over 60 Male 0 1 
Female 1 0 

Total 355 104 
 

We can see in Table 13 that in most of people’s view electronic way of voting is a preference. A 

less number of people said paper based voting is better than e-voting. Along with this we had 36 

comments as suggestions in the other field. A common suggestion we had from people was to 

have both paper based voting and e-voting at the same time. 

Table 13. Preferences of voting methods 

  Paper-based voting Electronic voting Other 

under 18 Male 0 0 1
Female 1 3 0

18-25 Male 14 108 12
Female 3 23 5

26-35 Male 20 195 14
Female 3 17 0

36-45 Male 0 15 2
Female 0 9 0

46-60 Male 1 9 0
Female 0 4 1

Over 60 Male 0 0 1
Female 0 1 0

Total 42 384 36
 

Most of the people consider e-voting system as a need for Pakistan (Table 14). 
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Table 14. Need of e-voting system in Pakistan 

  Yes No

under 18 Male 0 1
Female 3 1

18-25 Male 126 10
Female 29 2

26-35 Male 199 30
Female 18 2

36-45 Male 16 1
Female 8 0

46-60 Male 9 1
Female 4 1

Over 60 Male 0 1
Female 1 0

Total 413 50
 

According to Table 15 the reasons for considering e-voting as a need for Pakistan are rigging of 

elections, complaints of the parties not accepting the elections, time taken for counting the results 

and miscounts and manipulation of results. There were a total of 42 comments came for the other 

option in this question and common of these suggestions were saving time and resources and 

they do not have to wait in long quos. Also this would lead to fast result processing. 

 

 

 

Table 15. Reasons of implementing e-voting system in Pakistan 

a) Elections are rigged 

b) There are many complaints from citizens and political parties about the elections being 

unfair 

c) Staff on polling booths influence voting results 

d) It takes too long to calculate voting results 

e) Political parties influence voting results by appointing their members as staff on the 

polling booth 

f) Government can affect results of the voting by manipulating them 

g) Votes are calculated by people. So they can cheat or miscount them 

h) Other 
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  (a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) 
under 

18 
Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Female 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0

18-25 Male 65 98 87 73 93 93 87 15
Female 7 16 14 9 12 13 19 4

26-35 Male 96 154 124 125 140 150 128 18
Female 7 11 5 7 9 7 12 0

36-45 Male 8 9 6 9 7 10 8 1
Female 6 4 3 2 4 3 2 0

46-60 Male 6 5 5 3 5 6 2 1
Female 4 3 0 0 0 0 0 1

Over 
60 

Male 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Female 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total 200 301 245 229 271 282 259 42
 

Table 16 shows, most of the people think they will prefer using e-voting rather than old paper-

based system. 

Table 16. Willingness to use new e-voting system 

  Yes No 

under 18 Male 0 1 
Female 3 1 

18-25 Male 126 5 
Female 29 1 

26-35 Male 213 13 
Female 20 0 

36-45 Male 16 1 
Female 8 1 

46-60 Male 9 1 
Female 4 1 

Over 60 Male 0 1 
Female 1 0 

Total 429 26 
 

Table 17 tells us that computers can influence the behavior of people on how they react to voting 

and how they vote. 

Table 17. Influence of computers on the way people vote 

  
Yes, in a good 

way
Yes, in a bad 

way Not at all 

under 18 Male 0 1 0 
Female 4 0 0 
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18-25 Male 100 15 15 
Female 27 3 1 

26-35 Male 183 20 22 
Female 17 3 0 

36-45 Male 16 0 1 
Female 8 1 0 

46-60 Male 9 1 0 
Female 4 0 1 

Over 60 Male 0 0 1 
Female 1 0 0 

Total 369 44 41 
 

Most of the people according to Table 18 say that Biometrics can be used to authenticate people 

to vote and it is a better way as well. This authentication would lead towards having secure 

elections in which rigging can be minimized. A total of 29 comments came in for this question 

and the most common suggestion was to use computerized ID card and the second common 

point was ID card along with Passwords. We had a very interesting suggestion for this question 

where a respondent said we can use RFID technique for e-voting further this respondent said we 

can also have NFC embedded ID cards or mobiles for electronic voting. 

Table 18. Most appropriate ways of authentication for e-voting 

  
Login and 
password 

Scratch-
codes

Digital 
signature

Biometrical 
access 

(thumb-scan, 
eye-scan) Other

under 18 Male 0 0 0 0 1
Female 2 1 1 0 0

18-25 Male 11 5 9 95 8
Female 6 3 3 17 1

26-35 Male 31 16 9 131 15
Female 3 1 5 11 0

36-45 Male 2 1 0 13 1
Female 0 1 0 7 1

46-60 Male 0 0 0 10 0
Female 0 0 0 4 1

Over 60 Male 0 0 0 0 1
Female 0 0 0 1 0

Total 55 28 27 289 29
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In Table 19 we can see that most of the people agree to accept the reliability of the e-voting 

results. 

Table 19. Do people rely on the results of e-voting? 

  Yes No 

under 18 Male 0 1 
Female 3 0 

18-25 Male 112 17 
Female 25 5 

26-35 Male 193 30 
Female 17 2 

36-45 Male 15 2 
Female 8 1 

46-60 Male 10 0 
Female 4 1 

Over 60 Male 0 1 
Female 1 0 

Total 388 60 
 

Electronic voting as a permanent solution to the old system of voting being practiced, can be 

seen in Table 20 

Table 20. Can the e-voting replace paper-base voting on permanent basis? 

  Yes No 

under 18 Male 0 1 
Female 3 0 

18-25 Male 112 19 
Female 26 4 

26-35 Male 183 39 
Female 16 3 

36-45 Male 13 3 
Female 8 1 

46-60 Male 10 0 
Female 4 1 

Over 60 Male 0 1 
Female 1 0 

Total 376 72 
 

In Table 21 we can see that more people consider having the facility of printing votes along with 

normal electronic storage. 
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Table 21. Option of printing votes along with digital storage 

  Yes No

under 18 Male 0 1 
Female 4 0 

18-25 Male 95 31 
Female 20 9 

26-35 Male 154 71 
Female 14 5 

36-45 Male 14 2 
Female 7 2 

46-60 Male 4 6 
Female 4 1 

Over 60 Male 1 0 
Female 1 0 

Total 318 128 
 

If votes are printed they can be used while in some controversy and if not then just keep them for 

official records, this is what a large number of people think, we can see this from Table 22. We 

had 38 other comments on this question and the most common point was not to print the votes at 

first place as we are using electronic voting. They believed that printing votes would be wastage 

of the resources. 

Table 22. When printed votes can be used 

  

Keep them for 
the official 

records

Use them to 
calculate 

voting results 
if e-voting 

machine 
malfunctions

Use them to 
calculate 

voting results 
if any 

controversy 
arises

Use them to 
calculate voting 

results along with 
machine's 

calculations Other

under 18 
Male 0 0 0 0 1
Female 3 1 0 0 0

18‐25 
Male 71 61 64 46 5
Female 14 9 16 6 5

26‐35 
Male 111 90 104 58 22
Female 12 7 9 5 1

36‐45 
Male 7 8 7 7 0
Female 8 1 0 0 1

46‐60 
Male 2 3 4 1 1
Female 4 3 2 0 1

Over 60 
Male 0 0 0 0 1
Female 1 0 0 0 0

Total 233 183 206 123 38
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Table 23 shows the options selected by the respondents where a large number of people selected 

Candidate’s name and Party logo though were many saying Candidate’s photo and party’s name 

as well on the screens. 

Table 23. Information to be displayed on the screen of e-voting machine 

  
Candidate's 

name 
Candidate's 

photo Party name Party logo 
Candidate's or 

party's manifesto

under 18 
Male 1 0 0 1 0
Female 1 1 2 0 0

18‐25 
Male 102 97 99 99 53
Female 20 15 19 18 15

26‐35 
Male 181 170 163 167 94
Female 17 12 12 15 6

36‐45 
Male 10 12 9 11 5
Female 8 3 3 8 0

46‐60 
Male 7 8 7 9 3
Female 4 0 0 4 1

Over 60 
Male 1 1 1 1 1
Female 1 0 0 1 0

Total 353 319 315 334 178
 

In Table 24 we tried to enquire people what way of voting they prefer through machines either 

by touch screens or having buttons around the screen.  More than half of the people were 

convinced to have touch screen machines for casting votes. We had around 25 comments with 

some suggestions. Common point was having both kinds of situations embedded in the same 

machine to give ease to the people. There were two interesting comments from the respondents 

by saying, use ATM machines for voting and other to use NFC. 

Table 24. Preferences of voting method while using e-voting machine 

  
By using touch-

screen
By using buttons around the 

screen (like in ATM) Other

under 18 
Male 0 0 1
Female 3 1 0

18-25 
Male 71 49 8
Female 17 10 1

26-35 
Male 142 68 10
Female 10 9 0

36-45 
Male 9 5 2
Female 3 5 1
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46-60 
Male 8 2 0
Female 0 4 1

Over 60 
Male 0 0 1
Female 0 1 0

Total 263 154 25
 

Table 25 shows that most of the people were of the view that Election Commission solely or 

jointly with Judiciary should control the results retrieval process in order to avoid any issues. 

There were a total of 35 comments and suggestions on this question and the most common of 

them was to invite European delegates to check the results and monitor the elections 

furthermore, people added that they don’t trust the departments in Pakistan Government. 

Table 25. Who should have access to the e-voting machines to retrieve the results? 

  
Election 

commission Judiciary Military NADRA  Other

under 18 
Male 0 0 0 0 1
Female 1 2 0 1 1

18-25 
Male 96 66 10 46 11
Female 17 11 8 11 4

26-35 
Male 165 98 20 91 15
Female 16 4 2 7 1

36-45 
Male 12 10 0 3 0
Female 8 2 1 2 0

46-60 
Male 8 6 0 3 0
Female 4 3 0 0 1

Over 60 
Male 0 0 0 0 1
Female 1 0 0 0 0

Total 328 202 41 164 35
 

More than half people opted for Local companies to make and develop the machines and their 

software, can be seen from Table 26. 
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Table 26. Who should develop e-voting machines? 

  Local companies
Government 

bodies
Foreign 

companies

under 18 
Male 0 0 1
Female 0 1 3

18-25 
Male 56 24 47
Female 12 9 10

26-35 
Male 92 44 82
Female 8 4 8

36-45 
Male 11 3 3
Female 6 1 2

46-60 
Male 5 1 4
Female 4 1 0

Over 60 
Male 0 1 0
Female 1 0 0

Total 195 89 160
 

According to Table 27, most of the people think that Government should invest in this system as 

much as is required rather than not giving it proper attention or over attention. 

Table 27. Amount that should be spend on development if e-voting system 

  As low as possible

Enough to provide a solution 
that can cater the basic needs 

of e-voting system As much as possible

under 18 
Male 0 0 1
Female 1 1 2

18‐25 
Male 12 99 17
Female 1 27 3

26‐35 
Male 17 167 33
Female 0 18 2

36‐45 
Male 2 13 2
Female 0 9 0

46‐60 
Male 2 7 1
Female 0 4 1

Over 60 
Male 1 0 0
Female 0 1 0

Total 36 346 62
 

As shown in Table 28, large numbers of people were of the view that just English and Urdu 

should be shown on the machines and a fairly good number of people consider having Regional 

languages to be shown on the machines. 
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Table 28. Language preferences for the menu in e-voting machines 

  English only Urdu only
English and 

Urdu
All regional 

languages

under 18 
Male 0 0 0 1
Female 2 0 1 1

18-25 
Male 0 13 58 57
Female 0 0 20 11

26-35 
Male 1 24 128 68
Female 0 3 11 6

36-45 
Male 1 3 10 3
Female 0 0 8 1

46-60 
Male 1 1 6 2
Female 0 0 4 1

Over 60 
Male 0 0 0 1
Female 0 0 1 0

Total 5 44 247 152
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5. Analysis 

5.1 Analysis of casestudies 

5.1.1 Why Indian system is suitable for Pakistan 
There are a number of factors why Indian system is more suitable option for Pakistan to adopt. 

We see these factors in comparison of Indian and USA’s electronic systems as: 

1. Historical Aspects 

• Why Indian System 

India shares a history of thousands of years with Pakistan; though both countries 

became India and Pakistan 60 years back. People of both countries have same 

background and were named as INDIAN SUB-CONTINENT from ancient times. 

Back in history Sub-continent was the only country in the whole world that never 

attacked any other country for any sake. One of the richest countries and one of the 

most civilized nations ever history mentions. Even British were use to name Sub-

continent as “Golden Sparrow” referring to its wealth. Then the time came British 

occupied this and were awarded independence from British rule. This independence 

took more than what it ever thought. India and Pakistan are among the countries that 

were created by British Rule in year 1947 as a result of partition of Indian Sub-

continent [37] [38]. 

Considering this historical issues Pakistan is more likely to adopt Indian E-Voting 

system with ease. 

• Why not USA’s System 

The first known inhabitants of the area now possessed by the United States are 

believed to have arrived over a period of several thousand years beginning 

approximately 20,000 years ago by crossing the Bering land bridge into Alaska. The 

first solid evidence of these cultures settling in what would become the US begins as 

early as 15,000 years ago with the Sandia and Clovis tribes [39] [40] [73]. USA is far 

away from Pakistan and has no connection what so ever with Pakistan’s history and 

cannot be related to each other as well. There is no connection of the two histories 

leads us not to select USA’s system in Pakistan. 

2. Social Aspects 
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• Why Indian System 

People of Pakistan have certain mode of attitudes. They share common characteristics 

with Indians. There is a great similarity in between the people of Pakistan and India in 

terms of interests, intentions, relations between people, interactions between people, 

co-operative characteristics between people, realism, justice, constructivism, 

psychology, capital, and societal values. This bunch of similarities in social aspects of 

both countries leads us to believe that the system which is a success in India should 

be capable of running on equal success measures in Pakistan as well. 

• Why not USA’s System 

Civilized nations have many things in common and believing that both USA and 

Pakistan are civilized nations there are certain factors which have similarities. Social 

Aspects are among those similarities USA and Pakistan share but these issue can’t 

comply completely with each other as they are in the case of Pakistan and India. 

Being at ease one can say that Pakistan and USA share half as similarities as India 

and Pakistan share. 

3. Cultural Aspects 

• Why Indian System 

The culture of India was molded throughout various eras of history, all the while 

absorbing customs, traditions and ideas from both invaders and immigrants. Many 

cultural practices, languages, customs and monuments are examples of this co-

mingling over centuries. Indian culture can be classified into many varied form which 

are existent in their totality throughout the territory of India. The culture of India has 

been influenced by various religions and customs of the world, which resulted in the 

mingling of religious values, folk idioms and art forms. While the religious influence 

is quite evident in the "classical" Indian culture mostly found in smaller towns and 

villages, the urban India is now widely influenced by globalization [41] [45]. Pakistan 

being vital part of Indian Sub-continent shares a part of this cultural heritage which 

empowers the thought of having Indian system reliable for adoption in Pakistan. 

• Why not USA’s System 

The culture of the United States is a Western culture, and has been developing since 

long before the United States became a country. Today the United States is a diverse 
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and multi-cultural nation. Its chief early influence was British culture, due to colonial 

ties with the British that spread the English language, legal system and other cultural 

inheritances. Other important influences came from other parts of Europe, especially 

countries from which large numbers immigrated such as Ireland, Germany, Poland, 

and Italy; the Native American peoples; Africa, especially the western part, from 

which came the ancestors of most African Americans; and young groups of 

immigrants. American culture also has shared influence on the cultures of its 

neighbors in the New World [46]. 

4. Political Aspects 

• Why Indian System 

Politics of India takes place in a framework of a federal parliamentary representative 

democratic republic, whereby the Prime Minister of India is the head of government, 

and of a plural form multi-party system. Executive power is exercised by the 

government. Federal legislative power is vested in both the government and the two 

chambers of the Parliament of India. The judiciary is independent of the executive 

and the legislature. Pakistan has Prime Minister as head of state as well and same 

frame work of Parliament as India has. Judiciary in Pakistan is independent of the 

executive and legislature. The similarities urge one to believe Indian system can 

fulfill the needs of Pakistani political dilemma [16] [21] [82]. 

• Why Not USA’s System 

Politics of the United States of America takes place in a framework of a presidential 

republic, whereby the President of the United States is both head of state and head of 

government, and of a two-party legislative and electoral system. The national 

government shares sovereignty with the state governments, with the Supreme Court 

balancing the rights of each [83] [84]. In this case independence of Judiciary is 

similar with Indian and Pakistani system but still that is not enough to believe 

American system best for Pakistan. 

5. Literacy Aspects 

• Why Indian System 

India is believed to have 65.38% of literacy rate in which male are 75.85% and 

female are 54.16% [85] where as Pakistan has achieved the rate at 54% from which 
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male are 66.25% and female are 41.75% [86]. Though both countries are investing 

heavily on Health and education areas and it is forecasted the both countries would 

achieve a good ratio of literate people in coming years. So, due to the big number of 

illiterate people in Pakistan it will be very complicated for them to use USA’s system 

for e-voting as it requires some technical aspects a voter should understand. 

• Why not USA’s System 

America has 99 % of population as literate. This has no comparison with Pakistan’s 

48.7% meaning as half as America has at the moment and it would take years for 

Pakistan to reach that situation where 99 % of people would be counted as literate 

[87]. 

6. Economical Aspects 

• Why Indian System 

The economy is diverse and encompasses agriculture, handicrafts, textile, 

manufacturing, and a multitude of services. Although two-thirds of the Indian 

workforce still earns their livelihood directly or indirectly through agriculture, 

services are a growing sector and are playing an increasingly important role of India's 

economy. India is a major exporter of highly-skilled workers in software and 

financial services, and software engineering [88]. Where as in Pakistan the growth of 

non-agricultural sectors has changed the structure of the economy, and agriculture 

now only accounts for roughly 20% of the GDP. The services sector accounts for 

53% of the country's GDP with wholesale and retail trade forming 30% of this sector. 

Large amounts of foreign investments have been made into several industries. The 

top industries in Pakistan are telecom, software, automotives, textiles, cement, 

fertilizer, steel, ship building and more recently aerospace. This motivates us to 

believe that India and Pakistan are both developing countries and have many 

economical bridges to cross thus it gives us an understanding that Pakistan and India 

stand on the same level of economical echelon. So if India can implement something 

Pakistan can do it as well [74] [31]. 

• Why not USA’s System 

The United States has the largest national economy in the world, with a GDP for 2006 

of 12.98 trillion dollars. The USA has a mixed economy where corporations and other 
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private firms make the majority of microeconomic decisions regulated by 

government. Since the end of the Second World War, the US Economy has been 

characterized by relatively steady growth and low unemployment. In recent years, the 

primary economic concerns have centered around two areas: the national debt (caused 

by government deficit spending) and the external debt (caused by a trade imbalance 

of more imports than exports.) The details we have about USA’s economy are much 

higher than Pakistan which satisfies the choice of Indian system rather than American 

[72] [87] [32]. 

7. Technological Aspects 

In this Factor we will discuss the features of EVM and DIEBOLD in order to know what 

would be the appropriate system to be adopted in Pakistan taking in consideration what 

level of technology India, Pakistan and USA has. 

• Why Indian System 

2. EVM satisfies the needs of Pakistan in the following aspects. 

3. Using Assembly in the device will make the machine faster. 

4. Since Pakistan is a country with low literacy rate, using LED’s in front of 

candidate's name is much easier to interact with device by general public. 

5. Device without OS will reduce the overall cost as well as save time of polling. 

6. Centralized record system on regional basis will make the election process 

more transparent and satisfactory for public. 

7. Easy-to-use EVM will allow special people to receive trusted assistance for 

their voting. This avoids the additional possible expenses. 

8. Giving control for issuing a vote to the person in charge would help reducing 

the chance of making a vote useless. 

9. Since device doesn't have login ID feature, it is secured from any accidental 

access by unauthentic individuals. Instead we suggested the thumb impression 

authentication. 

10. The vote is stored in unalterable non removable memory chip in order to 

prevent any kind of mishandling. 

11. As compared to other systems in different countries, EVM is cheapest and 

very well suited for Pakistan as a developing country. 
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12. Pakistan has frequent electrical disruption in many areas; therefore, using 

alkaline batteries in device will prevent possible failure or disturbance during 

poll. 

13. Last but not least the process would be real fast and counting of votes would 

be possible in hours rather than in days. 

• Why not USA’s System [22] 

1. Diebold does not satisfy to be adoptable by Pakistan in the following aspects. 

2. Involving windows would make the Machine slower and would affect the 

working. 

3. Though LED is old technology than the one used in Diebold but Diebold is 

quite expensive for country like Pakistan to afford. 

4. Diebold has voice enabled assistance to help disabled people to vote but again 

it would take much money to be invested in it therefore EVM provides better 

solution for initial stage of electronic system in Pakistan. 

5. The machine are self controlled which means if there is a slightest problem in 

it the vote would be wasted so having an in charge to avoid these problems is 

a better option. 

6. Since the literacy rate of Pakistan is not more than 50 % we cannot suggest a 

login password situation or any PIN number advice therefore thumb 

impression would be the best alternative. 

7. The cost of one Diebold is too much to afford for a country like Pakistan. 

8. Electricity is an issue in some parts of the country so Pakistan can not afford 

to have a system which solely runs on electricity. 

5.1.2 Adoptability of a suitable new evoting system for Pakistan 
As it is already been discussed with detail that how Pakistan is in a real need of some proper 

voting system which could be of good strength and be more tech-oriented rather than having 

human interactions all the time as it is at the moment which lead the election results to be in 

disputes. 

From the above comparison between EVM (Indian e-voting) and Diebold (USA’s e-voting) we 

suggest that Pakistan should adopt Indian e-voting system with some add-ons (add-ons = vote 

printing, ID card authentication with Thumb scan.); by saying so we are talking in reference of 
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the same background India and Pakistan share. Same cultural aspects add a plus to the adoption 

of the system which already is a success in the Indian society. 

5.1.3 Change Procedure 
The usual procedure to implement a computerized System is to run a new System alongside the 

already running manual System. There are certain ways to implement this new system like a 

slow process or a change at once. As e-Voting has been implemented by some countries and is 

tested in real environment and this makes sure that the process could be moved to an entire 

change in the system and it would work with no problems. Therefore, we recommend having the 

election using the new System. 

5.1.4 The Suggested System 

Online Voting has been implemented by many countries [49] [50] [51] [54] though it would be a 

total new concept for Pakistan but it still has the practical implementations in rest of the world. 

We already discussed the examples of some countries above. The motivation behind 

implementing electronic voting comes from many countries that were able to set examples for 

the developing countries. 

In our suggested system we intend to make a system much espoused by the Indian electronic 

voting system. Below we will discuss the structure of the system and steps involved in 

implementation of the system. 

5.1.5 Structure of the System 
We suggest that Government should involve some Government based engineering institutions to 

make such electronic voting machines in order to make sure that there is less or no involvement 

of private bodies to influence the elections and/or rig the elections. Then Government should hire 

some official (Govt. based) software development firm to create software for this electronic 

machine. 

5.1.6 Features of the suggested evoting machines 
The proposed machine should have following features: 

1. An electronic machine with LCD display. 

2. Minor unit to authenticate the ID card and thumb impressions of the voter. 

3. This machine should have voting controls and admin controls integrated. 
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4. Printing facility attached to the Machine to print each vote for later verification. 

5. The chips used in the machines for storage should not be alterable. 

6. Machine should have ability to be connected into a larger network, so that they can be 

connected to the network after voting is over to retrieve results. 

7. The machines and the chips should be reusable in order to cut the cost of the system. 

5.1.7 Complete Process 
First step is to design the Software to be implemented. Pakistan Election Commission and 

Software Development Company are mainly involved in the procedure. The Governmental 

institutes may get involved as per required as NADRA (ID card issuance department) and Law 

Associations (Judiciary) etc. 

The companies in engineering sector and software development should be asked upon to 

develop an electronic machine and software to be used with that to get people cast vote for 

elections in the country. The Machine will have features like an LCD screen to display the party 

flags and names and to make selection of the party one wants to vote for. And a small unit 

integrated with it to authenticate the thumb impression of the voter present and the thumb 

impression on the ID cards (Lately NADRA the ID card issuer department of Pakistan has issued 

ID cards to almost whole population under a MEGA Project in order to have exact population 

figures and each ID card has a Thumb impression of the ID card holder). This method would 

minimize the fact that people use to make fake ID cards and use them for casting votes as a part 

of rigged elections. 

As soon as the election timings are open the voters would come up to the polling places 

to cast votes for their choices as to send selected people to the parliament. On the turn voter will 

go into the Polling place and show ID card to the person in charge of the place who will make 

sure that the voter should be directed to the right polling booth as per his/her constituency. The 

person then takes the ID card back and goes directly to the polling booth he/she is directed to and 

sees the electronic machine with LCD display. The voter is required to insert the ID card into the 

machine and place his/her thumb on the scanner. As soon as the thumb impression is 

authenticated by the machine the LCD would display the Party Flags with names and the voter 

can select the Party he/she wants to vote for. Upon selection of the concerned Party as vote the 

display would say vote casted and will send a request to the printing unit attached with the 
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machine to print the vote to make sure that in order of any mishandling of the machines the votes 

casted in machines could be matched with the votes printed. 

After the voting is over the machines would be taken to some central point which would 

be decided by election commission of Pakistan and each machine is connected to the main vote 

retrieval system and the result is then sent to the main database and the result is declared and 

shown to the media and people. 

5.2 Analysis of empirical data 

5.2.1 Infrastructure 
There is not enough developed infrastructure in Pakistan at present, though there is huge ratio of 

progress in different fields but there is a need to make some standards when considering 

electronic voting. As for this task we will have to make some technical advancement for all 

divisions of Pakistan so that people can understand what e-voting is and this is only possible if 

all institutes across the country would be teaching computer science, as we need some qualified 

staff on polling booth to take care of the machines in case any malfunction. 

5.2.2 Time and Resources 
The process of developing infrastructure is not a nightmare but still it will take time and 

resources in order to make its roots strong in the electoral system. The time is important as the 

software and hardware companies would take time to develop such systems and then 

Government specifically election commission would take time to implement this on large scale 

as Pakistan is a big nation with millions of people. 

5.2.3 Awareness 
There is big need of making people aware of what electronic voting is as there are many 

misconceptions (as survey results show). People often confuse electronic voting with Internet 

voting. And again this is just a little ratio of literate people who think like this, what about the 

people who are illiterate and cannot understand at all what e-voting is and what we want them to 

do in this perspective. This issue can be dealt with proper training and advertisements made on 

television and radio. 
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5.2.4 Literacy 
It is one of the biggest issues Pakistan is facing currently and there is a huge work in progress to 

flourish literacy in the country. There are a total of 53 Public (Government) universities and a 

total of 9 degree (Masters) awarding institutes along with this there are 37 Private (Non-

Government) universities and 18 degree (Masters) awarding institutes at this time. Whereas the 

number of public universities in 1999-2000 was 33 and Private sector universities were 14. 

Public degree awarding institutes were 4 where as the number goes to 6 for private institutes 

[69]. 

Also about the schools (Mosque based, Primary, Primary plus, Middle, high, High Secondary) 

are with a total of 286944 [70] which is far higher than the previous number 201530 [71] (the 

difference is 85414). 

5.2.5 Vindication 
In the process of vindication we had to remove some responses from the people as they did not 

mention their Age or Gender and the basics of our cross analysis for this survey is age and 

gender. We removed a total of 20 records on this basis. Also for some questions we had other 

options where the respondents can fill in their own choice or comment. We considered the most 

common of these comments and suggestions while analyzing the data. Along with this we also 

have not considered the options which were less voted or less popular among respondents in 

certain questions. 

5.2.6 Data Analysis 
The first 2 questions were about the basic information about the respondent, if the person is male 

or female and what is the age group one belongs to. 

We had a total of 467 people participated after we eliminated 20 for vindication process. Among 

these 467 people there were 70 females and 397 males. The most active age groups in both 

genders were 18-25 and 26-35 (Table 4). 

There are 27 divisions in Pakistan in 4 provinces and there hundreds of cities and towns. We 

cannot accommodate data for each city or town therefore we grouped them according to the 

Governments way of doing it. We asked people to let us know about their nativities. The most 

active divisions were Lahore, Karachi, Rawalpindi, Faisalabad, Gujranwala, Bahawalpur, 

Multan, Hyderabad and Peshawar. We applied the rule of vindication in this area as well. We 
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eliminated the division from the data which had less than 10 respondents. The total number of 

these respondents was 41 (17 females and 24 males). 

The most active respondents were from Lahore, Karachi, Rawalpindi and Faisalabad (Table 5). 

These are the biggest divisions on the basis of population in Pakistan. From the results it seems 

that people from big cities are more literate and more aware of the challenges e-governance is 

bringing to them. 

We required our respondents to answer the level of education they have. There were four options 

as School, College, university and other. 410 people voted for university level (Table 6). We 

eliminated other in the process of vindication. 

The question was critical to understand at what level of education people think about what is 

needed and what is not. Most of our respondents came from universities or university 

backgrounds. This ratio of representation of education level was same for males and females, 

both genders were from the active respondents and most of them from universities.  

Most of the people in Pakistan are still not aware of what computer is and if they know it they 

still don’t know what for it functions or how it functions, so it is myth yet. But as our survey was 

targeted through emails and internet, the respondents we got were normally users of computer 

technology and mainly were advance level users (Table 7). 

We had 188 people from expert group and 181 from advance level group. Other respondents 

were from school and college groups which numbered to 92. 

E-Government services are quite common now days in many countries but are in the developing 

stage in Pakistan nearly 55 percent of the people voted as they use these services (Table 8). 

247 people said they use e-government services and 216 people said they don’t use these 

services. 

There are different services e-government provides and in Pakistan there are certain services 

being provided, we had respondents as Pakistanis living in Pakistan and abroad so there is a 

difference in the usage of these services. 

The most common e-service people use is downloading different forms from governmental sites, 

second comes Information retrieval and third most common feature is paying different bills 

online (Table 9). 

Democracy is important when one wants the will of people ruling some country and therefore we 

asked our respondents whether they think elections are held democratically in Pakistan or not. 
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Nearly 70 percent of the respondents said they don’t consider elections as fair and they don’t feel 

that elections are held democratically (Table 10). We had almost the same ratio for males and 

females. 

When there is election in progress there are certain factors which affect the election either in 

good way or in bad way. Staff at polling stations is one of the factors that are very important. 

Almost 60 percent of the respondents think that the staff on polling stations affect the voting 

procedures in bad ways, they can manipulate the votes, they can miscount, they can be a reason 

for corruption but at the same time they are good for the procedure as well because (Table 11) 

Government cannot hold elections without any representatives in order to take care of the 

process. 

Addressing the human factor as above we enquired our respondents if they think this can be 

reduced by implementing computer technology in some way. As there is less work to be done at 

human’s part and more at computer’s side when electronic voting and electronic generation of 

results are made. 

Nearly 77 percent of the people believed that computerized system would lead us to have less 

human interaction with system and humans would not be able to affect the system in many ways 

(Table 12). 

There are mainly two types of voting, one is the old paper based and the other is new electronic 

technology based voting. We enquired what people have as their opinion for adoption of voting 

system in Pakistan. 

We had nearly 82 percent of votes saying electronic voting system is suitable for them just 9 

percent said no to this and there some people who were not sure of what they think is right for 

them (Table 13). 

Pakistan currently follows the traditional old version of voting which is done manually through 

paper based ballot boxes. And we had enquired people of what way they think is good for 

Pakistan. 

Almost 90 percent of the people voted for Yes, Pakistan needs e-voting as a replacement of 

paper based voting (Table 14). 

Linking to the previous question, we thought about some options why people think elections are 

unfair and why they are in need of an electronic system. 
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Most of the people think that due to the complaints made by different political parties are one the 

biggest reasons to believe that elections are not fair and they also think that the Government also 

plays its role in manipulating the results as and what they think is better for them, 

miscalculations of the votes are also a factor people think leads to have electronic voting as 

replacement to the current system (Table 15). 

If the electronic voting is implemented people will still prefer to have the old system or they 

would like to use the new system. 

Almost 95 percent of the respondents think if there is electronic voting implemented in Pakistan 

they would prefer voting though this system (Table 16). 

The affect on people’s behavior by implementing computer technology can be good and it can be 

bad as well. 

Nearly 81 percent of the people think using computers would affect the people’s behavior about 

voting in a positive way (Table 17). They think they will be more willing to go out and vote for 

the people they think should be in Government. 

Electronic voting has its pluses and minuses at the same time, and the biggest drawback for this 

system can be bad way of authentication or loose authentication. There are certain ways to 

counter this problem. 

Nearly all respondents consider this a problem and 65 percent of them voted for biometric access 

to the system applied for the voter to identify if the person is same who he should be or to 

counter the double vote casts (Table 18). 

Reliability is the main issue when one is considering something which has to do anything with e-

governance. Here in e-voting case we had to see if people would rely on the results obtained 

from this system. 

Nearly 87 percent of the respondents said they can rely on the results obtained from this system 

(Table 19). 

Electronic voting is a new feature for e-governance and is still establishing itself in the 

developed and developing world. 

We had 84 percent of the respondents saying that e-voting is the solution for Pakistan and it will 

be able to replace the current way of voting on permanent basis (Table 20). 

In the e-voting system votes are normally stored in the machine being used in the polling stations 

and are retrieved while accessing them on certain authorized places in the presence of certain 
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authorized people. We enquired people if they think votes should be printed as well along with 

the electronic storage. 

Almost 71 percent of the people think the machines used for electronic voting should have a 

facility of printing the votes while having them saved on machines themselves (Table 21). 

If the votes are printed when they can be used or if there is a need of using these printed votes 

exists or not. 

Most of the people think that votes should be printed along with electronic storage and can be 

kept for official records and can be used in case of any controversy (Table 22). 

The electronic machines will have screens to show some information to the voter and what 

information to show is the question. 

We had respondents saying mainly candidate’s name and his / her Party name and Logo to be 

displayed in order to give an idea to the voter and ending one’s confusion (Table 23). 

There are certain ways the machines should function in order to get vote casts. The machines can 

have screens in order to guide the less literate or illiterate people. 

Nearly 59 percent of the people voted for having touch screens to vote (Table 24). 

There is a big question, which should be in control of these machines. There are different 

departments which are linked to voting system directly or indirectly. 

Nearly 73 percent of the people think Election commission should be in charge for this process 

and some of them also say that Judiciary is a trustable institution and can be a part of result 

retrieval (Table 25). 

There are hundreds of different companies in engineering and IT fields. These companies are 

from Pakistan itself, government based and foreign as well. 

Nearly 44 percent people think local companies should be given responsibility to make these 

machines and the software to be used in them. While 34 percent people think foreign companies 

are to be trusted for this. 

Price is a very important factor while developing and implementing any system, specifically 

talking about e-voting system where one has to deal with the will of people there should be some 

limit to the cost of the system. 

Some 78 percent of the people believe that government should pay as much needed for a proper 

and secured system (Table 27). 
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There are different languages in different parts of Pakistan. Especially if we talk about 4 

provinces of Pakistan there are 4 officially taught languages in Pakistan that are Punjabi, Sindhi, 

Pashto and Balochi. 

Nearly 54 percent of the people believe that machines should show the data in just English and 

Urdu and some 33 percent people think regional languages should be used to show details on the 

machines (Table 28). 

5.2.7 Cross Analysis 
Here we would like to cross analyse different opinions; we have not divided these opinion on the 

basis of gender, age groups or the location they are from. At the same time we eliminated some 

of the records from this analysis such as we had just 2 people over age 60, considering their 

participation in the survey with a small number we were not able to see clearly what opinion 

these people have on e-voting system. For cross reference we will look into three following 

aspects: 

1. People’s opinion about democratically held elections can be different and at the same 

time opinion on if Pakistan should have e-voting system can be different we would like to 

analyse if there is any connection between these different opinions. 

The purpose of looking in to these opinions is to get an idea about people, if they think 

elections are not held democratically then what is their percentage and how many of them 

consider e-voting as a solution to this. 

Figure 4. Opinion about democracy of elections in Pakistan and need of e-voting system 
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According to Figure 4, nearly 74 percent of the people who responded, think that 

elections are not held democratically in Pakistan and 90 percent of them opted to have e-

voting in Pakistan as a future replacement to the traditional old system of voting. 

Whereas there were 25 percent people who said elections are held democratically but still 

almost 95 percent of them find e-voting as a better way of elections. So there is a 

connection between the people who think elections are not fair and think e-voting can be 

a solution. 

2. People’s opinion about affects of humans on elections and the use of computers to 

minimize them. 

The purpose was to find if there is any relation between people who think Humans affect 

the election process and the people who think these affects can be minimized by the use 

of computers. 

Figure 5. Affects of humans on elections and use of computers to minimize them 

 
 

60 percent of the people said voting is affected by the humans in a bad way and 85 

percent of them voted for the use of computers to minimize this affect (Fig. 5). 30 percent 

said humans have good affects on the process and 77 percent of them think computers 

can be used to play a positive role in this system. We had nearly 9 percent people who 

were not sure about if humans have any effect on elections and nearly half of them said 

yes and half said no to the use of computers. Therefore we can say that there is a pretty 
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strong connection in belief of people that humans do affect the electoral system in bad 

way and computers can play their role to minimize this kind of effect. 

3. Reliability of the results from e-voting system and considering this as a replacement to 

the traditional way of voting. 

The purpose of this aspect was to find out if there is any relation in the reliability of the 

results in motivating people to consider this as a replacement to the old traditional way of 

paper based voting. 

Nearly 87 percent people said they can rely on the results of e-voting and among them 91 

percent said this e-voting system can be a better variant of elections (Fig. 6). 13 percent 

of the people voted for no reliability in e-voting results and more than half of them 

believed e-voting can replace old paper based voting in Pakistan. So it can be said that 

there is a strong relation between the reliability and future replacement of e-voting. 

Figure 6. Reliability of e-voting system and its replacement to old system 
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6. Conclusions 

6.1 Summary 

Our research work was both qualitative as well as quantitative. We worked on 2 case studies and 

at the same time we had a survey work as well. In this chapter we would be concluding our work 

by presenting findings from both aspects. The factors we found were depicting the scenarios 

where any e-voting system can work properly (meaning Indian or USA’s systems or any other if 

proposed) and also what, why and how people think it is possible to have any e-voting system in 

Pakistan. The factors we found were based on the comparison study of Indian and USA’s 

systems and more from the questions we asked from the people in the survey. As most of the 

questions in survey were close ended therefore we had some questions with “other” variants 

where people can express their views. Our respondents were really helpful to give us an 

understanding about what and how they think is possible to have a successful e-voting system in 

Pakistan. The questions and direct views of the people can be seen at the end of this report in 

Appendix 1-8. 

Our research question was: Based on the effectiveness of currently employed variants of e-voting 

what factors can make e-voting success in Pakistan? 

The responses we had were really great and people answered our questions as if they are 

properly involved in the process of development of this system. We found that people are really 

concerned about some factors and in their opinion these factors are going to play a vital role in 

taking any steps further. These factors are: 

1. Awareness 

There is no proper awareness about computer technology in the rural areas of Pakistan 

and specifically when more than half of the population is living in the rural areas it would 

be difficult to implement such a system which involves any computer embedded 

technology. It is been observed that people in rural areas even think some time that 

computer is more efficient than a human it can think for itself and it can work for itself. 

And there is another misconception that computers are used to just manipulate things 

when humans cannot do them directly. So Government needs to make people aware of 

any technology being used on order to get people use to it. 
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2. Literacy 

The most discussed factor in the survey result was the issue of literacy rate in Pakistan. 

People think, education level in Pakistan is not enough to support this e-voting idea but 

are still hopeful as there can be different strategies to counter this scenario. One could be 

to increase the level of literacy rate so that people know what computers are and how 

they work which is quite a long process. Second way is to make the e-voting system as 

simple as a common person who does not know if there is a computer working on the 

back of the system and by pressing some button(s) one can vote. In short system can be 

implemented if its so easy to use that literacy cannot be a hurdle for this. 

3. Infrastructure 

Infrastructure is among the first steps Government should take to cope with the need of 

implementing e-voting system. There is no enough technological advancement in all the 

cities and villages of the country and there are some areas where electricity can be a 

problem. Government needs to make infrastructure strong enough that can support the 

new way of voting. 

4. Security 

One of the most concerned factors in the e-voting system from people’s point of view is 

the level of security and the way it is implemented. Before doing anything in this concern 

the Government needs to develop proper infrastructure so that the security can have a 

base to be supported from. Biometric ways of identifying an individual are quite old now 

and is being in use in different situations in the world and Pakistan can benefit its e-

voting system by using Thumb scan (a feature of Biometrics) to know if the person 

voting is the actual person or someone is trying to manipulate other’s ID card. And if at 

all security is addressed in a proper way, it can provide very strong footings for the e-

voting system. 

5. Transparency 

The departments should be transparent and people should know what is done at what 

level and particularly about this electronic voting, people should be able to know each 

step in a transparent way. The basic actors in this system are normally Election 

Commission but in people view Judiciary and may be some European delegate / Media 
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representatives should be involved to make sure that the process is open for anyone to 

monitor and see if there is any discrepancy. 

6. Public Confidence 

Public confidence is a factor that depends on various other factors including security, 

transparency, independence and privacy. It can be achieved by respecting the opinion of 

people and involving them in some stages of the development of new system so as they 

know what this system is about and how it works and what can and cannot be done with 

in this system. Achieving public confidence is very important to have in order to initiate 

any developments or attaining good performance. 

7. Training 

As many of the people are not aware of what computers are at first place and again many 

don’t know what an e-voting system can do for them, is it going to change their fate? 

These are the questions people will have once Government implements or try to 

implement the system. Therefore, it is needed to train specifically the staff who is going 

to conduct elections at polling booths and moreover normal people can be trained and 

informed of the system and its working in details through different medias like Television 

and Radio. Especially when Pakistan has 19 registered satellite TV channels and many 

other TV channels registered in UAE and United Kingdom who offer their services in 

Pakistan [36] and many radio channels and hundreds of thousands of subscribers to these 

Medias. 

8. Smooth Transition 

People are more aware of paper based voting as they are taking part in this from years 

and who have never been for voting at least have knowledge for how it works. A Factor 

that can support the e-voting implementation is to maintain a smooth transition from the 

previous system to the new so that people don’t get offended can easily adjust themselves 

for the needs of the new system. 

9. Privacy 

Any individual in this age of science is more worried about its personal information and 

the privacy leakage. Government needs to take steps to get public confidence on the issue 

of Privacy aspects. Election commission can collaborate with Judiciary and NADRA to 
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maintain the privacy of an individual prime objective and this will lead the nation 

towards understanding and consideration of the new electronic voting. 

6.2 Recommendations for the future research 

The research we conducted was to find out the factors that would make e-voting system a 

success in Pakistan and we limited our work to this extent but there are plenty of other aspects 

which can be explored or researched for.  

Research can be conducted to know how government can create awareness among people to let 

them know about the new technologies in use and new ways of handling situations like e-voting. 

Research can be conducted on what type of infrastructure is needed to support e-voting and how 

that infrastructure would help flourish the new system. In the infrastructure there are plenty of 

things which are needed to be addressed. 

There is a huge probability to find out how and what Security can be implemented to provide 

enough room for the infrastructure to work in proper way and If the security should include 

physical parameters or logical parameters to be followed. 

There is a room for research to find out how the implementation of e-voting should be done as 

there is a diversity of different ethnic groups and Pakistan is not a small country in relation to 

population. 

As we targeted our research to the people aged from 18 to 45 so it does not represent the will of 

all age groups, in future a research can be conducted to get the views of other age groups as well. 

The level of transparency can be an issue for people as well as for the Government. Therefore a 

research can be made to know what level of transparency would be sufficient for the people and 

the Government at the same time. 
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Appendix 1 - Questions for the survey 
1. What's your age? 

• under 18 

• 18-25 

• 26-35 

• 36-45 

• 45-60 

• over 60 

2. What's your gender? 

• Male 

• Female 

3. What part of Pakistan are you from? (by division) 

• List of Pakistan’s 27 divisions 

4. What is the level of your education? 

• School 

• College 

• University 

• Other  

5. What is the level of your computer experience? 

• Novice 

• Average 

• Advanced 

• Expert 

6. Do you use e-Government services?  

• Yes 

• No 

7. What kind of services provided by e-Government do you use? 

• Getting information about general facts 

• Downloading different forms and materials 

• Paying taxes 

• Issuing passport/driving license 

• Registering car 
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• Paying bills 

• Voting  

• Other 

• None 

8. Do you think that voting in Pakistan is held democratically?  

• Yes 

• No 

9. Do you think voting results are affected by the human-factor? 

• Yes, in a good way 

• Yes, in a bad way 

• Not at all 

10. Do you think human-factor could be avoided/minimized by using computers? 

• Yes 

• No 

11. What way of voting is the most suitable for you? 

• Paper-based voting (the one used in Pakistan at the moment) 

• Electronic voting (when e-voting machines are used to conduct voting) 

12. Do you think there is a need of implementing e-voting system in Pakistan? 

• Yes 

• No 

13. If so, then why do you think it's needed? 

• Elections are rigged 

• There are many complains from citizens and political parties about the elections being 

unfair 

• Staff on polling booths influence voting results 

• It takes too long to calculate voting results 

• Political parties influence voting results by appointing their members as staff on the 

polling booth 

• Government can affect results of the voting by manipulating them 

• Votes are calculated by people. So they can cheat or miscount them 

• Other 

14. If implemented do you think you will prefer using it rather than paper based voting? 

• Yes 
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• No 

15. Do you think that use of computers may affect the way people vote? 

• Yes, in a good way 

• Yes, in a bad way 

• Not at all 

16. In your opinion what way of authentication is the most appropriate for e-voting? 

• Login and Password 

• Scratch-codes 

• Issued certificates to access government’s system 

• Digital signature 

• Biometrical access (thumb-scans, eye-scans) 

• Other 

17. Do you think you can rely on results from this kind of voting? 

• Yes 

• No 

18. Do you think that in the future e-voting can replace present way of voting on permanent bases? 

• Yes 

• No 

19. Should the votes be printed as well along with electronic storage? 

• Yes 

• No 

20. If votes are printed, when they can be used? 

• Keep them for official records 

• Use them to calculate voting results if e-voting machine malfunctions 

• Use them to calculate voting results if any controversy arises 

• Use them to calculate voting results along with machine’s calculations 

• Other 

21. What kind of information should be displayed on screens? 

• Candidate’s name 

• Candidate’s photo 

• Party name 

• Party logo 

• Candidate’s or party’s manifesto 
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22. What is the better way to cast the vote through e-voting machines? 

• By using touch-screen 

• By using buttons around the screen (like in the ATM) 

• Other 

23. Who in your opinion should have access to the voting machines to retrieve the results? 

• Election commission 

• Judiciary 

• Military 

• NADRA (id-card issuing department) 

• Other 

24. Who should develop the machines? 

• Local companies 

• Government bodies 

• Foreign companies 

25. How much money government should put in developing e-voting system? 

• As low as possible 

• Enough to provide a solution that can cater the basic needs of e-voting system 

• As much as possible 

26. What languages should be used to display information on the e-voting machines? 

• English only 

• Urdu only 

• English and Urdu 

• All regional languages 

27. Comment 

• User can leave any comments or ideas he has about the subject or survey itself (500 

symbols) 

28. Contact information and optional e-mail address for the future contacts and/or getting results 
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Appendix 2 – Comments to the Survey 
1; no 
2; plz NO 
3; thanks 
4; No Comments 
5; nice performa 
6; is this worth it 
7; best of luck :-) 
8; let see if it works 
9; it must be impl ASAP 
10; nice survey! good luck 
11; its a good idea anytime. 
12; kindly do it on urgent basis 
13; tried to check the odd selections 
14; Great Idea! I hope it is employed 
15; Good to knw if it can be implemented 
16; nice survey. good effort and good luck 
17; This can help in Protecting Bogus votes. 
18; good to see people thinking on these terms 
19; I think every one would have a benefit of it 
20; yes,Its not applicable at all in pakistan now 
21; I will happy if it can be possible in Pakistan 
22; It is best option to carry out elections fairly 
23; This is a nice idea to have e-voting in Pakistan. 
24; Its a dream to have fair elections in Pakistan. :) 
25; E-Voting might not have authenticity in legal terms. 
26; I appreciate the following act if it been implemented 
27; THIS WOULD BE REVOLUTIONARY AND IT MUST BE IN PAKISTAN. 
28; User Training/Operations programme sould be broadcat in media. 
29; Do not ask for more information sending email agian and again. 
30; It is hard to implement. Needs lot of investment. But worth trying. 
31; This is BEST solution so it MUST be implemented as soon as possible. 
32; a good step towards betterment. i suggest this project to be open source. 
33; I just tried to make sure I can check maximum number of boxes and options. 
34; questions presented and answered do not represent my opinion in any way :) 
35; Development of E-voting machine by the govt authorties should be transparent. 
36; It should be implemented as son as possiable. I really appreciate your effort.  
37; It would be very usefull as long as it is easy for our uneducated to vote on it. 
38; This is a wonderful idea of e-voting, it will reduce the cost as well in future.  
39; I would suggest that you add another question about the occupation of the person. 
40; the machines should safe from hacker and changing the data and calculation of the votes. 
41; I think e-voting is a good idea.May be this kind of voting system can conduct fair voting. 
42; GOVT. SHOULD CREATE AWARENESS AND EDUCATE ABOUT IT THROUGH MEDIA, AND 
RELEVANT GOVT DEPARTMENT. 
43; I have strong reservations about the identification mechanism of millions of registered voters... 
44; I strongly recommend e-voting for Pakistan.Initialy it can be combination of paper ballot and e-voting. 
45; E voting will better than the present system. We need to educate large no of people how to use computer.  
46; chalu sajna mouj karu ab nya durre haa voting ka yeh eik achi gal haa liken tusi implement naheen key sektey. 
47; The instructions should be pictorial, rather than text based, so that a voter should not be language-dependant. 
48; This is the great work u ppl are doing. E-voting, if implemented, would result ppl to BELIEVE the election 
result.  
49; i recommend it only if pakistan achieve literacy rate of 80% from now.as well as there should be national 
concesus on it  
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50; I am currently not in pakistan. I think evoting cannot prevent rigging, it can only help in speeding up voting and 
counting.  
51; Why you have eliminated the Comments Sections in Every Question?? I am a bit Amazed of this.. anyhow, 
Good Work Done.. Best Of Luck.. 
52; e voting is no doubt a good but an advance step which govt wont make or should not make before putting its 
budgets on basic necessities. 
53; I think the main obstacle in implementing e-voting would be the illiteracy and unfamiliarity with computer for 
common uneducated people. 
54; Obviously there should be adequate security measures that should be taken into account to make sure that the 
results cannot be tampered with. 
55; Its just a great idea, if implemented, could help avoiding uncertain situation which we normally have 
immediately after elections. Best of Luck ! 
56; For me, it seems to be a nice subjects. It will avoid many problem like clashes in counting, misunderstandings 
and wrong interpretation of results 
57; currently 75 million computerized cards have been issued by NADRA, with biometrics details. this provides and 
excellent ground for conduting evoting 
58; currently 75 million computerized cards have been issued by NADRA, with biometrics details. this provides and 
excellent ground for conduting evoting 
59; it would be good if paper based voting is replaced by e-voting system but a part of population living here is 
illeterate so it should be user frendly 
60; C'mon guys, get a life. Bringing change in Pakistan is not some piece of cake coz everyone is a shit head here. 
Anyways hope u get done wid ur project! 
61; It is good idea to introduce e-voting in Pakistan.But to implement this system computer aware ness is necessary 
as well as how to use the e-voting system. 
62; I just request Pakistan Military to keep her away from Politics and Greed. Be professional for its job. And flurish 
the country with Democracy or Khalafat. 
63; But implementing an e-voting system doesn't necessarily guarantee the clarity of the procedure. Strict measures 
should be taken to avoid any kind of frauds. 
64; i think its very good iam base on dubai last year they have elections they use e-voting its remarkable. i think so 
we should go for this. Amir Saeed Kayani 
65; E voting is best in order to cater the needs of Future so Its my strong suggestion to replace existing system with 
E Voting so that elections be take place fairly 
66; Its not clear in the begginning of survey about the nature and purpose of the survey. I wasnt sure how you are 
implementing a e voting system and some other things. 
67; Please develop all govt. and other systems computerized. We need it bitterly. If want to make a progress do it 
without any hasitation. I am with you being a citizen. 
68; technically e-voting is best option to choose but for making it transparent we need to ensure the neutral-
intentions of authority(same is the case with manual voting). 
69; Near Field Communication (NFC), If used is a great solution for e-voting and implemented in Europe as well. Its 
secure and can be issued and used by exact persons only. 
70; I am really glad to be a part of this test section, May the Efforts which are being made by the Poeple who are 
working on this get some success if Not all. Good Work Done. 
71; I hope you succeed in your endaevour. I hope we can implement this system in the coming elections as they are 
the most crucial elections in our history so please Hurry Up!!! 
72; you have very good idea in your mind. I appreciate you. If you require any kind of help regarding this matter 
contact me on my email id rashid_ravian@yahoo.com Allah Hafiz  
73; The govt. can start with a low budget and introduce e-voting in urban areas. The service can be basic in the start 
and then be refined. Usage should be publicized in the media. 
74; The questions carried in the survey are very objective i.e. 'Yes' or 'No' whereas there can be lot of subjective 
replies. To me, it is a step process. Best wishes.............. 
75; Although this is your project, but i will be more than happy if this kind of advance system we can develop and 
implement in our country. Wish you best of luck in your success.  
76; why dont you have any option for 'don't know'??and one thing is to remove the rectangles aroudnt he question, a 
bit disturbing, the survey should be simple... with just questions 
77; I guess we need to consider literacy rate and computer expertise of Pakistani population before we can propose 
such a system. I wonder how indians have managed to implement one there. 

mailto:ravian@yahoo.com
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78; ectually those people who handle this software or machines etc. they must be noble persons and there must be no 
mistake and no changes in people's votes i mean there must be actual result. 
79; E-Voting System is difficult to implemnt in Pakistan due to huge corruption in elections. If this system gets 
implemented, everything will be fair which is not applicable in Pakistan at least. 
80; How can you assure the functioning of E-Voting in our country where load shedding is blessing? What is the 
assurity that the E-Voting wont be misuse by the political parties in their given area? 
81; I HAVE DOUT ABOUT METHODOLOGY OF COLLECTING E-VOTES.... HOW PEOPLE BELIEVE ON 
RESULTS I MEAN TO SAY HOW U ASSURE THE UNBIASEDNESS OF THE MACHINE PROGRAMMERS 
OR ETC.... THANKS SYED ABID ALI  
82; this is the best but will u do about the people in the village , illiterates. how u deals with them only20 % of whole 
pakistani people know to the uses of thatkind of system,mechine (copmtuers) 
83; Changing the results in e-voting will be as easy as in the manual way. so a security should be installed in such a 
way that no changes can be made even by the authorities once the voting is done.  
84; start with e-voting in selected cities like Lahore, Karachi, islamabad, Multan, Peshawar, Hyderabad etc and for 
the rest of country with the traditional way to assess the advantages / disadvantages. 
85; Unless e-culture is spread wide in the society, it will not be possible to implement the system. Training for e-
voting will not be easy since hardly 5-10% of the nation knows about computer devices. 
86; we are hard working and want to see out country in progress. but every department has cruption. Only govt. can 
stop it with rules but they are also crupt. ALLAH may bless us and our country. AMIN SUM AMIN. 
87; its a nice proposal but you know that manipulation is very easy in electronic systems and second think most of 
areas in Pakistan peoples not literate with computer and also we dont have electricity as well. 
88; e-voting is the optimized solution to most of the hurdles on the way of true democracy. and also it would 
encourage people to learn more abt new technologies...and much more. so being an IT expert I welcome it. 
89; illiteracy is very common in Pakistan. Continuous supply of Electricity is not available. 10 out of 100000 people 
know how to use computer. E voting is not possible until all the above mentioned conditions met. 
90; I've answered NO to Q.17 because in Pakistan the Intelligence Agencies rigg elections, they will find a way even 
when e-voting is used. When corruption is from the top, nothing can stop it, not even the computers!!! 
91; Pakistan is a country of 16karor people. more than 65% of population live in villages. they are illiterate and dont 
know about new technology. although your idea is very good but would not work in current situation 
92; any think if u did with these peoples, but pakistan is the place where the higher authority is not intrusted to take 
proper action for better pakistan, and they are not serious so any means if u chose will be useless  
93; This is a wonderful survery for implementing e-voting...As i am a software engineer so i wish to participate in 
the development and implementation for this kind of project...thanks Regards, Haseeb Ahmad. 03009463298 
94; First people should be educated, Election commision should be made strong, judiciary should be made strong, 
and keep teh horrible/cheat/mean Army away from this then ELection in general and e-Voting specialliy can be 
useful. 
95; It's a very good method of casting the vots. but i think it will not be very successful in near future because of 
poor litracy rate in small towns n villages n the fact that people doesn't know much about the use of computers. 
96; This is a good project but do consider that in Pakistan 70% of the population is not educated and they have never 
used computers. So first of all educate all pakistanis about this system prperly and then implement this system. 
97; Do you think that computers are accessible in the remote areas of Pakistan. If not,then what will be your 
solution? i am not sure about your plan. How can you implement in Pakistan? keeping in mind the seldom usage of 
computers.  
98; E-voting is the good way, but here some quetions arises, that these machines should be much secure ,to avoid 
any hacking or dnial of service, but still the question, we rely on the same persons, who co counting in the paper-
voting. 
99; The only concern with this system is the ability to manipulate results "behind the scenes".Computer systems are 
not infallibel and can be designed to enable "virtual rigging". This is the most critical issue which should be 
addressed.  
100; i think you have missed one point here, as i can see that in pakistan the literacy rate is very low.. so how you 
are thinking that evoting can be implemented in paksitan..people are not familiar with technology... u must keep in 
mind..  
101; It's great idea. I must be get implemented in Pakistan. Our traditional way of voting is driven and influence by 
humans in a huge way. Our current manual system is not fair. Any political party can influence the result of the 
Elections. 
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102; Actually we all know that what is the process of voting being followed here? Is there any surety that the 
government bodies or political parties would not manipulate votes in this system? (Either to pressurize people or 
harass them to vote) 
103; yes if we are talking about e-voting then look at the side of population how much percent is literate.. anyway i 
do support ur e-voting as it will play a wide role in pakistan in informing each and every person voting literate or 
illiterate... 
104; E-voting system is better than manual voting. But I have fear that it is possible that political parties also create 
influence on program or software of voting system and turn the software to their own choices. If it happen then its 
very bad. 
105; Literacy rate is too low in Pakistan, so I have a doubt for the implementation of this system as a whole. 
Especially in the backword areas. Again there will be a risk of wrong voting. A person who is not educated enough, 
can not use this machine. 
106; Any trained member should be standing at each machine for the quidance of voters.Reports must be boradcast 
on live basis as machines get votes.Machine should be 101% bug free.No political access to the machines and other 
relative things.Before imp 
107; This system will not be implemeted in pakistan.Do you know in pakistan,even basic nessicities of life do not 
fulfill.Our Country is poor country,so it has no budget 4 this kind of activities.In my opinion may be i am wrong but 
may be i am rigth.Thnx 
108; OK, Please put some gap or make some solid mark b/w questions to make clarity. And you can ask for more 
questions related to e-voting:1- Do you think that e-voting can save our time and money?2- Do you trust the data is 
encrypted and is it safe from a 
109; Dont take me wrong on section 22. awnser but that is fact, 25 i have selected option B, but it should be C along 
with training of our local computer experts so we dont have to go back Foreign Comapnies for future errors we 
should be able to fix our self. 
110; The system should be graphically made such that no such language should be needed to understand it.. it flow 
should be as simple as possible to be understood by any person old, young illetrate etc. I know to device such system 
is not an easy task though. 
111; its good that in pakistan e voting will start it will give confidence and high mentel abilites to use their rights 
every one can vote with out haveing any hassel or wastage of time and above of all these this is time saving. with the 
passage of time effec 
112; Knowledge of IT and general literacy is very low in Pakistan, this system will not work unless people are 
educated. In case they are educated enough, we may implement this system by taking people into confidence as well 
as all the stakeholders. Institutio 
113; i m not sure about the decision developing of the e-voting machines. AnyHow, it is better for democratic to 
develop it in the local Companies but the same fraud and black-mailing come into minds. they not utilizes it for the 
wrong purpose....... ALLAH HAFIZ 
114; I don mean to make an offending statement but, Is it possible to implement it in Pakistan in next 50 yrs? I think 
this can be possbile if we have a proper check and balance system, independent judiciary, and above all when 
president musharraf is fired/shot!(to death). 
115; E-Voting is a very good way of voting but i doubt it that it could be implemented in Pakistan as we still have 
many people who are computer illiterate.. but it would be good for the youth as it would save them alot of time and i 
am sure they would make an effort to vote.  
116; but we also keep in mind thatlot ofppl there dontknow u use these kind of michines..so u have ti train them.. 
and this is the main problem in developing this system....there are much uneducated men in pakistan. there may be 
problem for villages ppl and ppl living in remote area  
117; I think, in a country like Pakistan which is struggling to increase its literacy rate and still there are many people 
who are facing problem to use paper based voting system, e-voting looks like a fantasy. We need to improve 
complete infrastructure rather than focusing on one area. 
118; E-voting should not be practiced in Pakistan. It would be a new gateway to corruption. It would be unsafe for 
the voters as the information of who voted who could be accessed after election. The number of people that haven't 
seen a computer in their life is around half of Pakistanis. 
119; overall its really a good effort. i really appreciate and glad to see this topic in research. but, some questions 
need further clarification and more options in answers. especially where there are only two options of yes and no are 
given, there should be another neutral option as well.  
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120; The politicians and military together have made politics a dirty game with no rules. The family system and 
military intervention in politics has to be eliminated. Also, a single family of politicians has as many candidates as 
there are political parties so that it is always a win win situation. 
121; Its not much easy for general public to use, Most of the people are uneducates and quite much more dont know 
to use automated systems or computers. I am not sure how could these people use this service. You have to find 
some innovative solutions to rectify this problem. however your idea is quite good. 
122; The menus should not be text based at all. thanks to large mobile usage in rural areas as well, ppl are aware of 
entering pin card numbers. the menu could either be in simple urdu, guiding the voter to use the mouse to select the 
candidate they want to vote for, and confirm by pressing the Enter button. 
123; E-voting shall ultimately be the choice of time. Sooner we adopt, better it will for the process of democracy & 
for the country to ride on the electronic way of living. I have opted in Q19 as YES because since majoriy of people 
are illitetrate and can not understand this e-thing, better we go both side by side 
124; Well its a nice try to implement e-voting system in pakistan but problem that still exists is that of Computer 
literacy. Firstly,we have to literate our people how to use computers otherwise they will make such a mess of things 
on polling stations that you could have never heard of polling even in USA or Europe. 
125; Its a good add-on, will take less time to calculate the results, and parties will feel reluctant to claim the 
malfunctioning and results less controvertial, because people think computer can't do wrong, (although it will be 
managed and manipulated by the human beings, but.....) I think u can understand the point.... 
126; Its a good add-on, will take less time to calculate the results, and parties will feel reluctant to claim the 
malfunctioning and results less controvertial, because people think computer can't do wrong, (although it will be 
managed and manipulated by the human beings, but.....) I think u can understand the point.... 
127; Whatever system you develop for voting, it is not at all possible that the system work in Pakistan. Resons are> 
1. governments itself are not interested in fair elections. 2. Population of Pakistan is un educated and they will find 
trouble to adopt the new system. 3. there is a lot of money involved in developing the system. 
128; In my opinion, you are talking about a very organised and developed country. Keeping in view the 
eduction/litteracy rate of our country, this system can not be applied anyway. Also the posibility of influence can not 
be overruled.Its all power game here.This system is not meant for Pakistan and its people. You better understand 
why. 
129; in pakistan literacy rate is too low. and those who are literate, don't know much about computers and 
computrized machines. First step is to increase literacy rate in all areas of pakistan. Then training of Staff members 
and voters both will be required to achieve correct results. Otherwise people can get confused. and may waste their 
vote. 
130; Apart from the e-voting system, a poll audit system should also be created. A formal auditors team (appointed 
by Elections Commission) should have access to the Audit data. Audit data should include voter's IP address, 
Browser and other helpful technical information. This will identify a bot or a malicious mind who tries to temper the 
system. 
131; 1. E-voting can also be rigged & Tampered by Government & Political parties, therefore there must be some 
strict rules & regulations to avoid these things. 2. It should be controlled by Judiciary. 3. People should be given 
proper information & education about the system. 4. It can be implemented partialy first because people are less 
educated. 
132; eVoting or paper voting can not be fair unless human are not fair. I suggest different methods of selection not 
only just counting the people. Give preference to people who have good education, good character, more experience 
of life, age factor and honesty. I think, you can try to propose a criteria to calculate above qualities in numbers :).  
133; You can use CNIC with thumb imression for authentication of Voter in a specific region and than cannot try 
again to vote. Connected to NADRA and election commission through GPRS because it is available more than 
telephone lines and connectivity would be use for live transmission of vote to Election commision and 
authentication of information from NADRA.  
134; ya some comments should be here.....coz main problem in Pakistan now a days its hard to rely on any 
department which should conduct this voting as it is a great influence of government in each and every department 
of Pakistan.....so firstly it should be decided who is gona conduct elections then it comes that either it should be done 
by e-voting or manually, thanks  
135; I think its Very Ossam idiea to promote democracy in pakistan so that people can chooze or vote the party who 
they think work for them in this kind of voting people can't buy vote and it become a fair eclection procedure in 
pakistan.and above all you done a good job with this survy inshallah in future this system makes its own history 
though you and other people like you guys 
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136; Anthony and Naveed, Goodluck for your Thesis very nice job please if it is possible post the documentation / 
findings and recommendation to the local government as well as federal government. As far as Language in ATM is 
considered I think so it depends upon the local area language e.g. if we talk about Karachi the ATM should display 
URDU and ENGLISH. Wish You Good Luck Aftab 
137; In Pakistan, Litracy rate is very low amd Computer Litracy Rate, moreover in backward areas.?? If people still 
have to go to polling stations to use (i.e. electronic poling stations) then replacement is useless. Normaly voting rate 
is almost 50% in Pakistan, how many people have computers and internet and what would be vote casting rate 
then?? Forecefullness parameter also a point to think in this case.  
138; Its a good start if such system is implemented. Not only all the fuss created from all the political parties would 
be ended but also in the process the educated population would step in for the voting (which in present, are always 
lost in voting). People can see who they have voted, easily over internet, with out going to the polling booth. It 
would be a great step towards advancment, as these times need such criteria. 
139; it is good idea to introduce this system in pakistan but the main thing is that almost 55% of population is living 
in rural areas and they are uneducated, so how they use this system, and the main thing the during polling days the 
problems will occur in rural areas where the influence of chaudhris and waderas, so it is easy to manipulate polling 
results, the first thing is to get awarenes of education in rural population.  
140; Make the Software & System secure, perhaps the Sun MicroSystem Support could be the best, don't try to go 
for any of Microsoft Solution, It could be cheep but it can not be secure. There must be at-least one voting machine 
installed in each block for the period of three days & the process of CNIC must be completed before it. Don't try to 
entertain old NICs. If the government need the justice changes must be implemented at once. 
141; A parallel testing alongwith the electronic voting ( machine result ) should be caried out.Privacy and 
independence should be ensured for the voters. Before using the machines a public verification that the count of the 
machine is correct and matches with the corresponding choices should also be tested. As there can be a lot of 
changes in software so code signing should be used to check whether the same software is used on the election day 
or not.  
142; Good idea to solve a number of directly related issues to elections and indirectly it would effect resulted 
government. E-Voting when implemented on large scale would save cost of the process, will ensure tranparecy and 
improve the image of the country as technology supportive. Survey should not be limited to net users, get public 
opinion by publishing it in some newspaper. U can get support (financial, etc) from Election commission or some 
other financer. 
143; It is very very good idea to present E-Voting.In my point of view, most of quarrels have been seen at polling 
stations due to general Public holiday.The holiday s.b dismissed and also E-Voting System should be introdued at E-
Gov site against NIC# to cast votes by using Internet.One vote should only be cast against one NIC# as well as side 
by side using E-Voting at Polling both.This will definitely minimize user's affected results. I appreciate your's 
servey. Good Luck for ur final thesis.  
144; I think this is a very good idea to think about the betterment of our country. As a developing country we still 
need to work hard to erase curruption and palgarism. So in order to do so. e voting system should be used and to 
make it easily comprehendable for all citizens it should be available in all regional languages of pakistan.Plus in 
order to avoid the manipulation the copies of the results should be given the some major organizations which show 
their responsibility and work wisely. Elections should be fair. 
145; All the questions asked above could be answered in a Yes/No way since it depends on a number of factors. 
Truly speaking 80-90% of the Paki population is mostly illeterate and so whatever the system is, be it balloting or e-
voting, it can be altered and manipulated in a bad bad way by the bastards who are ruling this country. You may be 
implementing it only as a thesis of yur studies but that's my general opinion. After all somebody has to come 
forward and d something about the shit happening here and it will happen once again in the coming elections. 
146; Dear Naveed, I would like to comment on it that before implementing the e- voting system do you think that 
our society is literate enough to use the computers.so in my opinion this system can only be implemented in big 
cities and some parts not completely.so this system can not completely replace the paper voting system until or 
unless people know how to use this system.secondly, the system should be fair enough to deal with rigging as 
computers/computer programs are also operated/made by humans, so output depends on input what we put in the 
computer. regards, hassaan 
147; It will be a good step towards a better voting system in Pakistan. But the main thing of concern here is the 
awareness problem in the general public. They need proper training in using such technology devices. its not 
difficult but the problem is the reluctance of public to adopt to such kind of system due to their hidden fears of 
regarding the results. So, it would be better to ask the general public through hard copy of questionnaires and public 
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interviews in their regional languages(if possible). The main idea behind such hard work is to know the issues and 
concerns of general public of PAKISTAN. 
148; The biggest question mark in my mind is "Will our political lords let this process run in a transparent 
enviroment ??" Rationally speaking, I must say "NO". We have power hungy lords, who can go beyong any limits to 
serve their individual interests. And we poor citizens have no way out of this filthy political system. Computer 
Technology can more effectively be used to fool the already fooled nation for the last 60 years. I must not 
discourage you people anymore, and should appreciate whatever good you are doing. I must appoligize, if i have 
hurt anyone but I didn't really mean to hurt any individual or a group. 
149; People who dont know much about computers will be fooled by 'Electronic Voting System'. the culprits will 
have another tool for misleading & misguiding people and they have no other chance to argue with them. Ofcourse, 
this system is good step to move forward and gets maximum benefits of Science& Technology but more than this, 
we must take notice of the SYSTEM of our country. Its a good approach you guys have followed but believe me the 
intracacies in our SYSTEM and deeply-rooted corruption will not allow any of us to even think in this regard. Please 
dont think that i am discouraging you but thats what i see here. 
150; well we one is talking abt e-voting in PAK thn hv to understand many many things 1 more thn 70% of our 
population is uneducated 2 n those who come under the term of educated ,only half of them them know or many be 
less thn tht # how to operat computer so how on earth it gonna work here buz to establsh it govt hv to teach ppl n its 
a very long process u hv to thk abt all those who live in villges n even dont know wht is computer so to use it there r 
other things which need to be consider 1st all in all its good to hv but PAKISTAN need time n honest ppl to bring it 
to the point where it'll come as a blessing not as some difficulty for comman man  
151; i think its a superb idea which can save money and time. it can also stop many probems by making it 
transparent (specially if it can be seen online all the time). However two things are very very imperative. firstly , the 
data should be very confidential as in pakistan many times candidates take very firm commitments from their voters 
failing which they may harm them . Secondly voters need very easy to use instructions as many of them are illeterate 
and may get confused with electronic gadgetory. Even with paper based voting system many fill the forms wrongly 
and the vote is damaged. anyway transparency is the key best of luck with ur project. tanweer khan 
152; This is a really good thought, but to develop n implement it may b difficult as majority ppl in pakistan are 
illeterate, they hardly get primary education even this is not in reach of anyone, so i'm afraid that how ppl could get 
advantage of such hi-fi technology by not knowing any thing about it. If one tries to educate them then surely it will 
take too long to go and on the other hand someone can easily use or rather abuse this technology n ppl for their own 
benefit, so there should be some highly security measures to ensure satisfactory results. Moreover, for the ppl who 
use n experienced wtih computers in any way, its highly appreciable n beneficial to have such systems. Good Luck!! 
153; Well, i'm not sure how much this system will be successful in Pakistan co'z lack of computer knowledge in our 
rural areas' and if you say there will be some person to help them then same is the case how much loyal that person 
will be? and the major issue is if this sytem can be develop with the sincerity? i mean free of some kind of cheat 
codes that can help some parties? :) co'z every body knows we have parties interferience in votings and obviously 
after this type of voting they will not allow the system to be implemented. so, i personal believe that there will be 
many issues which you should consider. Thanks for thiking about reforms in Pakistan. Good Luck! Best Regards! 
Zohaib Khan 
154; i would like to comment on question 26. There must be option for user to select language of display. In Sindh 
Province, Sindhi is used as written language even in national ID cards. Most of the people in villages feel 
comfortable with sindhi. This is not the case in punjab province. I think there is same situation in Baluchistan and 
NWFP provinces as in Sindh. So there would be options to switch between regional and national languages. 
Regarding question 25, I would say that there is no need to spend too much money, there are much issues awaiting 
Govt.'s attention than this one, and secondly Governaments dont come by proper ways in pakistan, whetever you do. 
And even if you build a very strong e-voting system, you cannot avoid pre poll rigging, which is very commonly 
used.  
155; The questionare does not include a very important factor, majority of the population does not have access to 
computers, or worse they are not educated. These kind of systems fail where there is poor education. This reason 
alone can be the cause of failure of the system. In order to make this usable most of population( more than 90% at 
least) should be able to use the computers freely. If they are not educated, or they cant use computers their votes can 
be easily rigged. The main reason behind rigging is not the fact that counting does not take place automatically and 
it is affected by the human error but the votes casted are bought or casted by force. The corruption factor cannot also 
be eliminated by this system. Even though it can be a interesting research how to implement the system, I dont see a 
reason for the system at the time being in pakistan. We have more basic problems to deal with and government 
prioritize the problems accordingly. 
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Appendix 3 – Other answers on “What way of voting is the 
most suitable for you?” 

1; NON 
2; both 
3; both 
4; blabla 
5; Internet 
6; biometric 
7; No voting 
8; thumb impression 
9; Combination of both 
10; internet based voting 
11; combination of above two 
12; No voting just revolution 
13; Electronic w/ paper trail 
14; when its actually democratic! 
15; Honest & Transperent by any mean 
16; but peoples r illitral so its difficult 
17; We should choose our King like Saudis so 
18; but E-voting is not possible in rural areas 
19; voting that is understandable to common layman 
20; e-voting machines and e-voting Mails against NIC #. 
21; e-voting machines and e-voting Mails against NIC #. 
22; e-voting machines and e-voting Mails against NIC #. 
23; if people have awareness of using computer then E-voteing 
24; Machines could be used like ATM, Debit & NADRA Kiasik for voting via CNIC 
25; Combination of both system to keep system transparent as well as secured. 
26; basiclly what ever you use, we have a high level corrouption in all level. 
27; Computersied Voting is much better but how the uneducated people will vote 
28; it should be evoting through machine and also available online with a password 
29; individual voting about itself should be implemented by each citizen of pakistan 
30; in the begining we should start with combination of both paper based and computing 
31; E-voting is best but not suitabe when intentions are not fair(as the case is in pakistan) 
32; i think both ways should be allowed as there would be a few people who know how to use computer 
33; maybe both or something else because the litracy rate is very low and e voting is out of range to almost 80% of 
the population 
34; Electronic Voting( additionally you should be allowed to vote from home by e-identification such as called e-
legtimition in Sweden) 
35; Any mechanism will serve, as long as transparency and integrity of the results are not tarnished to favor some 
individual or group. 
36; both shud b taken into account side by side as most ppl in pakistan don't have much know how of using 
computers and also b4 starting e-voting, govt. shud advertise the procedure of e-voting thru awareness campaigns 
etc. 
37; Neither one bcoz Pakistani Politican So Much Corrupted therefore they always play fool games with the system 
and the current opposition. Therefore i think first come true Democrate in Pakistan and then any kind of voting is u 
38; No matter its electronic or paper based. It will never be democratic. Electronic voting has more chances of 
rigging . System can be fooled results can be fooled. May be it will take more than 500 years to develop a true 
democ 
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Appendix 4 – Other answers on “If so [there is a need of 
implementing e-voting system in Pakistan], then why do you 
think it's needed?” 
1; cupp 
2; bla bla 
3; curruption 
4; Time Saving 
5; same as above 
6; its time saving 
7; All of the above 
8; for New Expereance 
9; Political Voilence 
10; mistake risk is high 
11; To revive democracy in 
12; about time we advance! 
13; To revive democracy in 
14; Political based election 
15; it ill save time of voters 
16; It is easy to cast the vote 
17; machines are more trustworthy 
18; All of them are potential threats 
19; we want to have a fairly elected Govt. 
20; Its not practicle coz of literacy rate 
21; Why the hell Computerised NICs maintained?? 
22; What makes you think e-Votes can't be cheated? 
23; technoldy era ,pakistan should have new technolgy 
24; Will save time, resources and will be hassle free 
25; To control the influence caused by 'Baradari' system 
26; not everybudy know computer and those who knows dnt vote 
27; Electronic voting makes it easy to draw statistical graphs 
28; its easier and quicker for voters to vote, so may increase turn over 
29; Running Government also had a great influenc during calculating result 
30; Through online voting, you can easily find out where your vote has gone to. 
31; Pakistan is never ruled by pakistani people but by people appointed by USA. 
32; Through online voting, you can easily find out where your vote has gone to. 
33; To revive democracy in Pakistan, we need to ensure fair election by using E-systems. 
34; it is nice step but in pakistan every thing is possible. E-voting can not be conduct fair elections. 
35; The elections would be fair and government can be formed without any delay. Everything would be very clear to 
nation 
36; it is not needed in pakistan because majority lives in villages where no knowlege of internet as well as such 
facilities 
37; I do not have to wait in large ques for voting, I can just do it from my home or mre efficiently if done at polling 
station 
38; ISI riggs elections, it will find a way even when e-voting is used. When corruption is from the top, nothing can 
stop it, not even the computers 
39; ISI riggs elections, it will find a way even when e-voting is used. When corruption is from the top, nothing can 
stop it, not even the computers!!! 
40; Would save voter's time as human processing at polling booths is slow. People are already aware of using such 
machines and are using ATM machines, phone sets etc. 
41; whatever we can do .. but the system is unfare.. e-voting also going to failled because whatever govt. need they 
make a result of there own choice ecen in e-voting 
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42; If you use electronic voting system in pakistan, then there are more chances for elections of being unfair. 
Manipulateing electronic records is more easier than maipulating paper based. ;) 
43; i think many people do not use vote , they do not like to go poling station and most of them are educated , if 
there is an electronic way i think somthing like having some web interfce they can do it at home, 
44; Votes are calculated for each polling station so it makes easier to find on which polling station which party won 
so it causes pressurizing the local people by influential politicians. Results should only be available as a re 
45; As I said earlier, we need to be fair and transparent in all respects. If we use electronic channel to cast votes then 
I am sure political mafia will look for ways to hamper the results electronically by breaching the security 
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Appendix 5 – Other answers on “In your opinion what way of 
authentication is the most appropriate for e-voting?” 
1; bla bla 
2; Dont know 
3; idcard no. 
4; CNIC OR NTN 
5; Simple Ways 
6; CNIC wtih date of bith 
7; something unique and new. 
8; Id card number and password 
9; Scatch-code (but one time expiry 
10; scratch-codes and digital signature 
11; Computerized National Identity Card 
12; passport No. , CNIC, Driving Licence, 
13; scratch codes that are usable only once 
14; issue secret code by id card number as id 
15; it will not be a right choice for Pakistan 
16; Thumb impression which is matched with C.N.I.C. 
17; whatever you use, nobody bother to re-check to whom they voted. 
18; even ID# will work better but above options r also good if 1 can affort it 
19; Login and Password with the ID Card No, so no one can vote more then 1 time 
20; login password is a cheapest and its almost free other condision need payments 
21; By Computerised ID card, it Contains Basic data in the form of magnetic stripe 
22; A voter should not be authorized by computer. Old system of authorization is better. 
23; computerized national identity cards provided by national database and registration Authority pakistan 
24; computerized national identity cards provided by national database and registration Authority pakistan 
25; u cant create login or scrach cards for the whole nation. it will must use NIC somehow and NIC is machine 
readable already. think about using it. 
26; Login password is my opinion but the Lgoin will be your CNIC no. so also overseas pakistan can participate if 
you provise that servies on web |for some part 
27; it should be combination of two one is login and password and other is Biometrical access as majority of the 
population specially in rural areas may not be able to use the first one. 
28; If You try to implement the RFID Technique for e-voting no one would be able to cheat and this is the most 
advanced technique so far. U may also use NFC cards or NFC Embedded mobile phone as they are not very 
expensive and h 
29; on the given information of NADRA, codes should be made for each and every NIC and then variefied when 
that person is giving the vote. So that serial of code matching the NIC could be varified with the locking of that NIC 
too 
30; I cant say anything... 1-3 are prone to cheating , 4-5 does really not seem feasible considering population of 140 
million ... although the voters will be less but still you have to have a huge database for biometrical access 
31; on the given information of NADRA, codes should be made for each and every NIC and then variefied when 
that person is giving the vote. So that serial of code matching the NIC could be varified with the locking of that NIC 
too 
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Appendix 6 – Other answers on “If votes are printed, when 
they can be used?” 
1; bla bla 
2; no need 
3; i think all 
4; in rural areas 
5; good for health 
6; Backup is always well 
7; just wastage of resources 
8; Areas where People are illetrate 
9; Only when cheating is required :) 
10; In my View there is no need of this. 
11; this can be used to punish dissidents 
12; use them for ill-literate persons voting 
13; No need they will be bogus to begin with 
14; Who could gonna maintain such a huge stuff? 
15; prints are by product advantages of e-voting 
16; to make things crystal clear n to avoid doubts 
17; Send them to areas where e-voting is not possible 
18; for save keeping as it send like for office records 
19; use computers ti storage ..vote,,, so no need to prints 
20; its always better to hav an extra copy of important documents, 
21; for back-up purposes and as a clear evidence of the fair results 
22; No record needed coz it can be used by powerfull classess to hras voters 
23; a parallel system is necessary to avoid objection from the political parties 
24; a parallel system is necessary to avoid objection from the political parties 
25; A tested system would be reliable enough, so no need of printed votes for any other reason. 
26; For the first few elections Use them to calculate voting results along with machine's calculations 
27; it would be duplicate work making both elctronic & printed Votes. plus its the waste of resources. 
28; it would be duplicate work making both elctronic & printed Votes. plus its the waste of resources. 
29; Vote should not printed it must be in store in some kind of database and have backup of this database 
30; Voting system must be perfect so that there would be no need of comparing printed results with machine results 
31; there also comes one thing in mind that corrupt politican and the current government can do everything in his 
favour...... unless until true democrate does not establish. 
32; No need to print them... if the machine is malfunctioning , the printing will also be malfunctioned , won't it ? so 
if the computer can't count accuratly how will the human count acuratly in case of controversy... 
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Appendix 7 – Other answers on “What is the better way to 
cast the vote through e-voting machines?” 
1; lol 
2; DNA 
3; Both 
4; bla bla 
5; Internet 
6; whatever 
7; speech recognition 
8; Near Field Communication (NFC) 
9; Touch-screen with IVR in local language 
10; 1 which can used by nave person for that 
11; first logged in by any biometric identity 
12; Both options OR Use ATM Machine for this purpose 
13; A mixture of buttons and thumb-scan eye-scan etc. 
14; using touch screen but must be in urdu and english 
15; and thumb digitizers for authentication of the candidate 
16; and thumb digitizers for authentication of the candidate 
17; By using touch screen and online so overseas pakistani also can vote 
18; either way used they need confirmation bcoz mostly people uneducated..... 
19; Use CNIC & after that touch screen, an IP # must be defined with each CNIC 
20; as by using touch screen one might touch the wrong name so in tht case no turning back 
21; again, as long as fairness is maintained any mechanism will serve. I'd prefer the touch screen one. 
22; you can also use the combination of the above two. But i rather think that the touch screeen provides much more 
easiness 
23; you can also use the combination of the above two. But i rather think that the touch screeen provides much more 
easiness 
24; The above two options are costly, we can use easy interfaces and use a computer monitor, mouse and special 
keyboard with only one activated button 
25; NADRA should issue its CNIC holders a scratch card no. along with the user name and the date of birth of the 
voter. if possible the eye scan idea would be better as long as Govt provides sufficient equipments in order to faci 
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Appendix 8 – Other answers on “Who in your opinion should 
have access to the e-voting machines to retrieve the 
results?” 
1; hehe 
2; bla bla 
3; citizens 
4; DOnt know 
5; Softech Systems 
6; A Neutral Party 
7; No One is reliable 
8; NOT MILITARY PLEASE 
9; no one is trust worthy 
10; No one can be trusted here! 
11; local authorities of pakistan 
12; a joint commission for authenticity 
13; I don't know. u know our systems :) 
14; a joint commission for authenticity 
15; sorry to say....its hard to decide this 
16; You People,all of the above are corrupt 
17; updating central database any one can see 
18; three parties varify the results seprately 
19; neutral bodies consist of foriegn observers 
20; Any Reputable Independent International Organization 
21; everyone when vote current result statistics show him 
22; Election Commissioner SHOULD be independent Authority. 
23; any transparent authority(none of above is transparent ) 
24; This is the question ?? because everybody here is corrupt 
25; a bit difficult situation - may be to some aliens i suggest ;) 
26; I realy don't know whom to trust. We have enough Bad Experiences. 
27; and many server where people see the current result of the election also.... 
28; and Persons who are not at all interested in politics to have fair results... 
29; All of the above said are not trust worthy. May be Europian delegates who are nutral. 
30; Results could automatically updated on the Database, & can be accessed on the net by anyone.... 
31; Well, all these institutions are fed by the people in command so we'll end up in "MIGHT IS ALWAYS RIGHT" 
32; Both the above commision should have the rights in Jointly accessing the results.This could prove in little 
corruption as compared to bigger corruption in a single organization. 
33; a couple of organizations should hav all the copies of the results which should be programmed to lock the 
results, so that the manipulation can be avoided. and even if it occurs the currupt can be identified and charged.. 
34; All are fuckingly corrupt. Must be a specifically hired and chosed party of honest and dedicated computer 
experts who should be paid well off for the work and who could not be bribed and a tight security check with CCTV 
camer 


